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“Ever charming, ever new, when will the landscape tire the view!
The fountain’s fall, the river’s flow, the woody valleys, warm and low:
The windy summit, wild and high, roughly rushing on the sky!
The pleasant seat, the ruined tower,the naked rock, the shady bower
The town and village, dome and farm, each give each a double charm, as pearls
upon an Ethiop’s arm.”
Grongar Hill 103-113, by John Deyer (1726)

This poem, written by John Deyer, insipered me throughout the design process. The poem, for me, makes
clear that a landscapes' beauty is endless as long as somebody is able to experience it. As landscape
architects are able to create beauty in the landscapes we live in, it might as well be the most wonderfull
profession of all. Exactly that is why I want to practice the profession of landscape architecture.
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PREFACE
Landscape architects have the ability, and with that the duty,
to recreate our landscapes in such a way they can function,
without losing aesthetic values. During centuries, our
landscape has been developed for the purpose of production
by our tremendous agricultural landscape. However, landscape
identity, ecology and other important aspects of the landscape
have been neglected. Due to climatic changes, and new
problems, as a result of the way we treated our landscape in
history, a new large-scale vision is needed on how we should
arrange the landscape we live in. Within this thesis, a large-scale
vision is presented to cope with hydrologic issues in high sandlandscapes. Lately, the most important and most neglected issue
has been drought. Therefore, this Thesis research proposes a
new Landscape Casco for the Baakse Beek-Veengoot system.
Within this preface I would like to take the opportunity to thank
a few people. First, I would like to thank my tutor, Adriaan Geuze
for guidance and especially in the later stadium of the research
the relevant insights and critics. Furthermore, I would like to
thank: Roel Dijksma, for helping with hydrological issues. Sander
Hermens, for the help with rethinking landscape models and
the Casco. Sabine van Rooij and Wieger Wamelink for helping
with ecological and nature-based aspects of the design, and
Martine van der Ploeg for helping with the Swap moddeling.
Last but not least I would like to thank friends and family for being
patient and especially for being a great listening audience during
times of hard work or set-backs within the research process.
Sjors de Greeff
Wageningen UR, October, 2019
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ABSTRACT
For centuries long, our landscape has been modified
for the purpose of food production. Especially in high
sand-landscapes, where nutrients and water is scarce,
the redevelopment of the landscape played a key role
in creating a suitable environment for agriculture.
However, currently this systematically altering
of the landscape backfires. Problems with water
shortages are increasing during summer, and
peak discharges during winter become larger. Our
landscape is not yet modified to these problems.
Within this thesis, a new " Drought Resilience
Casco” is presented. This Casco proposes to restore
the landscapes’ flexibility by creating a new water
system for the Baakse Beek-Veengoot system. The
landscape Casco is based on the Casco approach
of Kerkstra & Vrijlandt from 1988, in which they
propose to make a clear distinction between
high and low dynamic landscape elements (e.g.
agriculture being high dynamic and nature being low
dynamic). However, this approach is rather old and
due to new knowledge, we know that these systems
hardly work next to each other. Therefore, this
thesis proposes to create a third layer: the medium
dynamics. This layer will create a barrier between
the two extremes and creates a transition zone in
which new land-use practices will be executed.
To restore the flexibility of the landscape, a low
dynamic framework is proposed in which creeks
meander again, and nature areas (such as peat
swamps) are used to store water. Within the medium

dynamics, new forms of agriculture, working together
with nature are proposed. The Casco is elaborated
upon, by scaling through the system with the help of
more detailed designs, site designs and sections. By
creating the new Casco, landscape development will
be steered, and landscape beauty can be restored.
Key
words:
Landscape
architecture,
Casco,
agroforest,
landscape
sponges,
water
system,
Baakse
Beek-Veengoot,
landscape identity, nature-based agriculture.

SAMENVATTING (NL)
Al eeuwenlang is ons landschap veranderd en aangetast
met als doel voedselproductie. Vooral op de hoge
zandgronden, waar voedingsstoffen en water schaars
waren, heeft de herontwikkeling van het landschap
een grote rol gespeeld voor de agrarische sector.
Helaas heeft dit systematisch aanpassen van ons
landschap de veerkracht verminderd. Problemen met
watertekorten in de zomer, en wateroverschot in de
winter worden steeds groter. Ons landschap is niet
meer in staat om deze problemen het hoofd te bieden.

In deze thesis wordt een nieuw " Droogte Robuust
Casco” gepresenteerd. Dit Casco gaat uit van het
herstellen van de veerkracht van het landschap door
een nieuw flexibel watersysteem te genereren voor
het Baakse Beek-Veengoot systeem. Het Casco is
gebaseerd op de aanpak van Kerkstra en Vrijlandt
uit 1988, welk een duidelijk onderscheidt maakt
in zeer dynamische landschapselementen (zoals
landbouw) en elementen met een lage dynamiek
(zoals natuur). Deze aanpak is voor de hedendaagse
problemen helaas ontoereikend Door nieuwe
kennis weten we dat deze twee systemen moeilijk
naast elkaar gaan. Daarom stelt deze thesis voor
een derde laag toe te voegen zijnde: de matig
dynamische landschapselementen. Deze nieuwe
elementen zullen een barrière en overgangszone
vormen tussen de twee extremen waarin nieuwe
vormen van landgebruik kunnen ontstaan.
Om de flexibiliteit van het landschap te herstellen wordt
er een netwerk van statische elementen voorgesteld
zoals meanderende beken en natuurgebieden
(veenmoeras) om water vast te houden. In de matig
dynamische gebieden kunnen nieuwe vormen van
landbouw ontstaan welke samenwerken met de
natuur. Het Casco wordt verder ontwikkeld door
het systeem op verschillende schalen te tonen
met gedetailleerde ontwerpen, doorsneden en
visualisaties. Door het maken van dit nieuwe Casco,
wordt landschapsontwikkeling in banen geleid, en kan
de schoonheid van het landschap hersteld worden.
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1.

INTRODUCING
THE PROBLEM

1. INTRODUCING THE PROBLEM
1.1. DROUGHT
In a country like the Netherlands - with its moderate
climate and being situated within a river delta - drought
might be seen like a strange phenomenon. It seems
like a non-issue. However, the high sandy soils in the
eastern and south parts of the Netherlands particularly
are affected by water shortages (Fig. 1.1.a) and
damages caused by drought in both agriculture and
nature reserves (KNMI, 2018; Wanders 2016; Bijlsma,
Sevink, & de Waal, 2012; Beersma, & Buishand, 2007,
Bresser etal. 2005) Due to these droughts and other
climatic problems, agriculture is costlier than ever,
resulting in land modification to keep on processing
crops. This has led, together with spatial pressure
due to urbanisation, to enormous pressure to the
landscape, which might lead to loss of the cultural
landscape. Especially the high sand landscapes
of the Netherlands experienced these problems.
Last summer, the summer of 2018, has been a very
dry summer for the Netherlands (KNMI, 2018; Pieper,
2018; Stokkers, van der Meer & Jager, 2018). With
close to no rain at all, the Netherlands, even being
largely developed around a delta, suffered a great
deal of problems with water shortage, resulting in less
river flow, and less water availability for e.g. watering
agricultural fields. According to KNMI (2018), the
water shortage resulted in an average precipitation
shortage of around 300mm across the Netherlands.
According to KNMI (2018) the summer of 2018 has
been the most extreme regarding the precipitation
deficit, temperature and the amount of sun. Droughts
seem to become, even in the Netherlands, more severe.
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Figure 1.1.a Top: High resolution model indicating change in soil moisture content in Europe for (a) spring and (b) summer.
Bottom: (c–d) same effect but with medium to low-end climate change scenario. (van der Linden et al. 2018)
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Not only the Netherlands had to cope with water
shortages, all over Europe, precipitation significantly
dropped, and especially the countries that usually
encounter enough precipitation being the northern
countries, experienced extreme droughts. As it
seems, these European droughts seem to occur more
often, and especially, more extreme due to climate
change (Baldassarre et al., 2018; Samaniego et al.
2018). In 2015, 2001 and Europe also encountered a
drought (KNMI, 2018; Ionita et.al., 2017). Although
the Netherlands was not always affected by these
droughts, the one in 2003 did and moreover, they
do become more severe, resulting in an increase
of problems for the Netherlands (KNMI, 2018)
Furthermore, two of the climate models used by
the KNMI indicate a future increase in droughts
for the Netherlands. Also, according to van der
Linden et al. (2018), climate change will affect soil
moisture content within Europe. This might also lead
to a drier landscape which could affect both the
frequency and severity of droughts all over Europe.
Last, due to rising temperatures, evapotranspiration
increases which also leads to water deficit.
Farmers were demanded to stop irrigating their
fields with the use of surface water. However, they
could continue watering their fields with the use of
groundwater. Due to the shortage of precipitation,
and the extraction of groundwater by farmers, overall
groundwater levels dropped significantly, resulting
in loss of wet nature habitat. Within the agriculture
sector, some sectors such as the dairy sector and the
arable crop sector with less crops (Stokkers et al., 2018).

This led to a decrease in profit for the dairy sector,
but due to disappointing harvest all over Europe,
to an increase in profit for the arable crops sector.
Drought, although it sounds strange, also increases
in some cases the chance of floods. According to
van Lanen et al. (2016), drought causes shrinkage in
peat soils. Old peat dikes started showing cracks, and
peat landscapes accelerate to subside. Furthermore,
drought leads, especially in wet nature areas, to a
decrease in biodiversity and in some cases to loss of
endangered species (Both, J. Braat, J., 2019). The highsand landscapes of the Netherlands are supposed to
need the most time to revitalize (appr. 5=10 years)
Typically, these high sand-landscapes (Fig 1.1.b)
are dry (Bijlsma, Sevink, & de Waal, 2012), and
thus are likely to experience severe problems if a
drought is encountered. In the Netherlands, these
sand-landscapes experienced the most problems
from the European drought of 2018. Especially
within the water board Brabantse Aa and the Water
Board Rijn and IJssel (WRIJ), attention is given to
these problems. This research will focus on an
area within the WRIJ’s borders which spreads from
Lichtenvoorde to Vorden in which the streams the
Baakse Beek and the Veengoot flow and form the
main supply of water as well the main character for
the area. The area is situated on the high end of the
sand landscape close to Winterswijk from which
the Oude Ijssel flows. All these streams flow west
to eventually merge with the Ijssel river. Whereas
the Ijssel experienced problems last summer, it is
only logical to start solving the problems upstream.

Introducing the Problem

Figure 1.1.b. Soil types of the Netherlands, categorised in
peat, sand, clay and loam.
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1.2. GOVERNMENTAL
In the Netherlands it has long been the culture to
fight against water. This has resulted in ensuring
the country not to flood during high precipitation
rates. The Dutch laid dykes around everything they
could and made the best water defence system in
the world (Rijkswaterstaat, 2014). However, until
now, no focus has been laid on another aspect of
water related problems, being drought. According to
Griggs (1988), drought can be defined as a repeating
climatic phenomenon over land, characterized by a
water deficit over a period of months to years. Extreme
droughts are known to predominantly influence
agriculture, environment and health translating
into socio-economic repercussions (Rahman and
Lateh, 2016; Dai, 2013). In the Netherlands, climate
change is affecting the extreme weather events to
increase both in frequency and in severity (KNMI,
2018). This leads to extreme precipitation, extreme
temperatures and droughts. As the latter is a
moderately new aspect within the Dutch weather, it
has not been much discussed or researched upon. As
our government now seeks to reduce the drought
problems, a new vision on how to do so is needed.
From a landscape architectural point of view,
problems are also increasing. Whilst an increasing
lack of vision and management of spatial planning in
the Netherlands is increasing (Roggema, 2006), whilst
climate change speeds up. By introducing a new
environmental law, the government decentralises
vision making processes (Ministerie van Buitenlandse
Zaken, 2018; Smith & Kern, 2006), which might be
disadvantageous for solving the spatial challenges
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which the Netherlands faces. Currently, municipalities
are all muddling along with small scale, local solution
and with it throw away the chance of making an
integral plan based on a good foundation and
large-scale processes. Without clear vision, made
by professionals, changes such as spatial pressure,
costly water systems, climate change, energy
transition and change in land use and the agricultural
sector will not be suppressed. For these major
challenges, the landscape is in need of an integral
large-scale vision that is able to cope with change.

Also new legislations regarding carbon emission and
the PAS show that the Netherlands is seeking for an
energy transition. In the PAS, the emission of nitrogen
is called upon a reduction. Farmers in the Netherlands
produce one of the largest amounts of nitrogen
around the world due to its massive livestock. It is now
time to reduce the emissions even further (de Heer,
Roozen & Maas, 2017; Bressers et al, 2011). One way
of dealing with these issues might be found in a largescale vision for the landscape in which carbon storage
could take place, and agriculture redefines itself.

So, what if we do not anticipate. Might that be a real
problem? Human interaction within the landscape has
always caused changes in eco-systems, mostly with a
bad outcome. If we do not anticipate on the changes
within this landscape that are currently happening,
the landscape might become of nu use to both
agriculture and nature. If the landscape dries out, only
dry nature can develop within these areas, resulting
in very little biodiversity (Archaux, & Wolters, 2006).
Furthermore, the agricultural sector would need to
use more and more water or change the way they
use the landscape. Automatically, this will affect both
the cultural heritage of these areas and the landscape
identity as we know them these days. Thus, if we
want to preserve that which can be seen right now in
the high sandy soils, we will need a new water system
that is flexible and adaptive to new climatic scenarios.

1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Introducing the Problem

General design question
“How can the design of a robust water system,
become a new landscape-Casco for high sand
landscapes”
Specific research for design questions:
• How does the current water system of the
Baakse Beek-Veengoot catchment work?
• What type of interventions can increase drought
and flood resilience?
Specific research through design questions:
• How can the water system of the Baakse BeekVeengoot system become more robust?
• What is the optimal Casco for the Baakse BeekVeengoot system?

1.
1.4. STUDY AREA

1.5. CONCLUSION

In order to generate a landscape Casco suitable to
high sand landscapes, a study area has been chosen
as a testing ground for the hypothesis. The study area
for this research has encountered major problems last
summer. As said previously, the high sand landscapes
experienced the most problems due to the drought
of 2018. According Piet Heijn, director of the water
board Rijn and IJssel, the area within their borders
dried up significantly and the Netherlands has gone
blind to droughts due to their fight against water
(Mulder, 2019). For the study area, that focuses on
the stream area of the “Veengoot” and the “Baakse
Beek”, the drought also caused issues for both nature
and agriculture. The streams dried up resulting in loss
of biodiversity and less water availability to water crops
(Both & Braat, 2019. Due to these problems, a new
robust water system is needed that can act as a buffer
in times of drought and in times of water surplus.
However, the area also includes a historic valuable
landscape that includes both heritage and beauty.
This landscape should be respected when designing
within it. A design should thus be implemented whilst
keeping the framework of the landscape intact.

Within the Netherlands, and the study area, some
new problems arose in the last summers. Long periods
of very warm and dry weather resulted in water
shortages. The Netherlands cooped with real drought
and now more and more scholars are ringing the
bell. Also, decentralization of spatial planning results
in chaotic planning and uncontrolled urbanization.

The cultural landscape slowly is deteriorated both
by a lack of vision and the everlasting intensification
of the agricultural sector. In the study area, the
problems of these problems should be countered.
Now is the time to present a large-scale vision for
the high sand landscapes, focusing on a new robust
water system and tackling multiple spatial problems.

Figure 1.5.a. Streams and ditches within borders WaterBoard Rijn & Ijssel, and the study area highlighted.

Introducing the Problem
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METHODOLOGY

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. RFD/RTD
Within this research, the three main methods of
doing research in landscape architecture, described
by Lenzholzer, Duchhart, & van den Brink in 2017
and Lenzholzer, Duchhart, & Koh, in 2013, will be
practiced. These three methods are “research for
design”, “research through design” and “research
for design”, hereafter RFD, RTD and ROD. Every part
of this method is specific for a particular part within
this thesis. The RFD is mainly used at the start of the
research and focuses on gathering information and
knowledge on the problems and the landscape in
which the design study will take place. Within the RFD,
two phases can be distinguished being the diagnostic
phase and the explanatory phase. The latter is the most
important step towards the phase of actual designing.
Within the RTD phase, designing and reflecting upon
designing is the most important aspect. A modelling
study will be executed according to Milburn &
Brown in 2003, and by Nijhuis & Bobbink in 2012.
They say that the modelling study is specifically
important in finding the right interventions for the
proposed problem. By modelling, interventions can
be tested within the physical landscape in such a
way that they can be ranked to parameters. By doing
so, the preferred interventions/models can be used
in the final Casco-design and its detailed designs

2.2. RESEARCH PROCESS
The research process is shown in figure 2.2.a. The
process will not be linear but will constantly look back
in order to make the right choices. Even though there
is an order in the process, changes or new insights
in the later phases might have effect on the earlier
phases, which in that case will need to reviewed.

2.2.1. RESEARCH FOR DESIGN
DIAGNOSTIC PHASE
Literature study
The diagnostic phase is part of the Research For
Design (RFD). Within this phase, literature study
will be the main source of information gathering.
Within this phase both the problem and methods
for dealing with the problem will be explored and
described. The problem will be described by literature
research on historic, current and future trends in
precipitation surplus, leading to too much water,
and precipitation deficit leading to droughts or
dry periods. The research will mainly be focussing
on the Netherlands, whereas, with its moderate
climate and many rivers, problems regarding
droughts are underexposed (Mulder, 2019; Beersma
& Bruishand, 2007) whilst treads of flooding and
heavy peak rainfall are common to most inhabitants.

The ROD part of the research will mainly focus
on reflecting upon the design that is made.
Reflecting upon this design will be practiced
throughout the whole designing phase. By doing
so, choices that are made are substantiated.
Eventually the final design will also be evaluated.
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Reliability
By using multiple sources of literature, a wellconstructed and layered image of the problems can
be given. However, whilst searching for the literature,
certain terms where used which might result in a
narrowed down image of the problem. Some aspects
might have been neglected during this phase.
EXPLANATORY PHASE
Literature study
Within this phase, literature will predominantly
be used to explain both concepts and design
interventions that can be used to partially solve the
problem that is formulated in the explorative phase.
Spatial and landscape analysis
By doing these analyses, one can get a clear
insight in the landscape composition, history and
current state. Landscapes evolve over time and will
continue to do so. The change is constant, and
the outcome is variable. Analysing these processes
though, play a very important role in managing
and guiding this change, something done when
the landscape is modified by design (Tudor, 2014).
Reliability
Whilst thoroughly executed, the explanatory
phase is in jeopardy of having too much focus
on one aspect. Whilst the thesis is focussing on
developing a Casco that can increase drought
resilience, the analysis might be biased. However,
the analysis will be backed up with literature and/
or interviews which will increase its reliability.

2.

Figure 1.5.a. Streams and ditches within borders WaterBoard Rijn & Ijssel, and the study area highlighted.

Methodology
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2.2.2. RESEARCH THROUGH DESIGN

2.2.3. RESEARCH ON DESIGN

GENERATIVE PHASE
Intervention study
During this part of the generative phase, a study will be
conducted to find relevant design interventions that
were implemented to overcome drought and flood
relevant issues. The design interventions will be searched
for by means of reference studies and literature study.

EVALUATIVE PHASE
Design evaluation
After the generative phase, which outcome is
supposed to become a design that poses a solution
for droughts and floods, an evaluation will be made.
This evaluation will evaluate both the design, and
the design process. The evaluation tries to find
weaknesses and strengths in the design to be able
to improve the design. During this phase, it is also
tested whether the design can be implemented for
other areas. By doing so, a reflection can be given
on the design to what extend the implementation of
this design might contribute to the stated problems
on national, or even international level. It thus tries
to find the applicability of the design to other areas.

Model generation/design study
During the research through design, first a model
study shall be executed in which a search for
interventions that contribute to reducing the
problem are designed and tested. The models
will be designed in a way that takes in account
landscape identity, leisure, ecology and agriculture,
connected to increasing drought and flood resilience.
The models will then be tested/valued to 12
different parameters to show their added benefits.
Expert Interviews
In order to generate first hand, expert knowledge
on several aspects of the design, expert interviews
will be held throughout the process. These
interviews are important whereas they contribute
to gaining knowledge and gaining interest for
the topic. The interviews will be qualitative and
semi-structured. During the interviews, different
phases of the design will be discussed, by having
a semi-structured interview, some guidance is
given to the topic, but the interviewee can give an
independent view on the issues/status of the design.
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Evaluating models and generating CASCO
As previously said, the models will be evaluated
by scoring them on approximately 12 parameters.
By doing so, the models will show a value which
tells us the models best used within high sandy
landscapes. The scoring will be done with help of
the outcomes of expert interviews. This will help
gaining reliability of the scoring and the eventual
generation of the preferred model. The preferred
model will consist of the highest ranked model(s).
After this phase, the Casco will be generated. The
Casco will be based on the new resilient water system
but will support more factors within the landscape.
Design study/Site design
Within the design study, the preferred design
interventions that were presented in the model study,
will be combined and developed into a regional
Casco design, that contains several levels of detailing
and scale. Within the regional design, a new spatial
arrangement for the landscape and its water system
will be presented. This design will include drought
and flood resilience. Land-use, ecological values
and leisure will be included and re-designed in such
a way they complement the landscapes’ identity.
Reliability
Although this part of the research mostly focuses on
designing, which sometimes is seen as intuitional and
irrational, it still is reliable. By explaining choices and
backing them up by expert interviews, literature and

Methodology

Reliability
This phase is important to increase the reliability of
the whole research. According to Kumar (2007),
to provide ethical and professional responsibility.
Examining once practices is increasing reliability.
Furthermore, by reflecting upon the outcomes
(design) of this study, the need for the chosen
intervention/program
can
be
established.
needs
assassment

development
aims

activities to
achieve
objectives

providing
activities

process
evaluation

development
objectives

development
strategies

results/outputs

outcome
evaluation

Figure 2.2.3. Evaluation Model, after Kumar (2007)

2.
2.3. CASCO

APPROACH

Within this thesis, the Casco approach will be the
guiding line. To create a thesis that might help
reducing or solving the problems stated within the
previous chapters, small or large interventions within
the system will be explored. With a focus on the
water system, the generation of a landscape Casco
will help establishing spatial arrangements in such
a way that both the historical landscape and the
new landscape will benefit from. Interventions will
have a focus on tackling the drought issue but will
help establishing a framework for the whole region.

2.3.1. Existence

The Casco-approach started came to an existence
in times of rapid agricultural developments within
the Netherlands. As artificial fertilizers and largescale machinery were well integrated within the
sector, the whole landscape was transformed into
a food producing mega-hub called the Netherlands.
Whilst a focus was laid on this sector, other aspects
that are of high importance for the landscape
were neglected (Kerkstra and Vrijlandt, 1988).
This new fragmentation of the landscape had a
negative effect on several landscapes’ systems
such as the water system, soil processes, flora
and fauna. At this moment, a new approach was
needed that would guide both the developments
in the agricultural sector, and the conservation of
the landscapes’ characteristics and environmental
quality (Stroeken, 1994; Harsema, 1993). This new
approach became known as the Casco approach.

The Casco approach can be described as a planning
practice in which zoning is used to satisfy the
developing needs of land-users (Stroeken, 1994).
Around 1985 the first landscape plans with a
Casco approach where presented. First in 1985 the
“Landschapsstructuurplan Noord Drenthe” made
by Slabbers and Vrijlandt, focusing on the cultural
landscape and agriculture. Second in 1986, Kerkstra
and Overmars made a landscape Casco for Lievelde,
focusing on framing the landscape structure. In that
same year, the well known “Plan Ooievaar” was
presented by de Bruin and others. This Casco plan
mainly focussed on the water problems within the
Netherlands by creating a new regional river landscape
focusing in flood prevention. These plans still form
the base on which the Casco-approach builds.
The Casco is a large-scale vision whereas Vrijlandt
and Kerkstra (1988) propose that such a framework
cannot be developed by individual citizens such has
been done. Thus, a large scale vision on governmental
level is needed. Vrijlandt and Kerkstra started to
propose a division between low dynamic systems
and high dynamic systems in which contrasts where
not blurred out. From this approach, several theories
came to existence. For example, the hydrological
model of Michael van Buuren (1991), and greenways
of Ahern (2002). These approaches focus on different
aspects, but both follow the general principles of the
Casco approach. The hydrological model proposed
to find problems in the hydrological system of a
landscape and form a framework on the most
important physiographic elements of the landscape.
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The Greenways approach focuses on developing a
framework with an ecological point of view to guide
landscape developments (Mulkens & Hoekstra, 2014).

Figure 2.3.1.a Concept approach in the Achterhoek.
Greenways used to create a framework by Kerkstra and
Vrijlandt in 1986.
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2.3.2. How does it work
Landscapes are formed by evolution and time and
are caused by societal and natural changes. Although
the two have completely different sizes, scales and
time span to develop, the Casco approach seeks to
combine those contrasts into a framework. By spatially
separating functions holding different process
properties, the contrasts are not blurred within
the landscape and functions can be kept (Mulkens
& Hoekstra, 2014). By spatially separating those
contrasts, high dynamic processes such as agriculture
and/or infrastructure and urbanity, do not - or as little as
possible - intervene with low dynamic processes such
as the natural processes. within the agricultural sector.
As said, the low dynamic framework has a stable
and physical location in which slow developing
processes get a place. Usually this becomes the
framework itself. It should be designed in such
a way that whatever changes arise in the high
dynamic parts of the landscape, the low dynamic
framework is preserved and keeps existing. Within
the framework, two dynamics can be distinguished.
First the ecological dynamics which require a stable
system over time. Second the dynamics in society.
Societal opinion can change which might lead in
different management for the ecological dynamics.
By combining those two, the framework can consist
of natural and recreational properties. Forestry and
water conservation also fit in this framework (Mulkens
& Hoekstra, 2014; Vrijlandt & Kerkstra, 1988).
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The result of the landscapes’ surface minus the
low dynamic framework gives us the so-called
“high dynamic pockets”. These pockets are not to
be designed by the landscape architect and have
a rather short planning cycle. Functions within
these pockets carry a fast development rate and
can change in thirty years or even faster. Although
these pockets are characterized by high dynamic
developments, it does not mean that cultural objects
or plants such as hedgerows also change with it.
Cultural heritage within these plots might look like
they belong to the low dynamic framework. In these
pockets, urban activity, agriculture and some forms
of recreation can be found. Although the pockets
offer flexibility, they should not be regulation
free and thus should be thought of as places in
which governmental decisions should take place.
Whilst the Casco seems like a good way to implement a
new water system that seeks to solve the drought issues
in high sand landscapes, a new 21st century version
of the Casco that is cite specific should be developed.

Methodology

Figure 2.3.2.a. schematic representation of Casco
approach. Low dynamic framework (nature/lanes) with high
dynamic pockets (agriculture)

2.
2.4. CONCLUSION
2.3.3. A new problem a new Casco
The landscape Casco’s seen in the past all shared some
mutual thinking. They have been focussing on creating
a low dynamic framework existing of a blue-green
network that would provide a frame for the landscape.
Within these frames, high dynamic land-use practices
such as for example agriculture and urbanism could
take place (Mulkens & Hoekstra, 2014). By doing so,
the landscape framework would stay intact and could
provide space for different aspects then the high
dynamic plots within the framework. Other common
grounds for these frameworks where biodiversity,
cultural heritage and/or flood prevention. However,
until today, they have not yet been able to stop
intensification of the agricultural sector. Although
landscape architects and planners already sought
to solutions for the ever-growing desire for land by
the agricultural sector, it seems that not much has
been done to prevent the sector from expanding and
keeping intervening with the landscapes’ systems.
Also, drought as a new problem within the Dutch
landscape has not been getting much attention.
Due to the new problems that the Netherlands faces
under both climate change and the lack of spatial
visions, a new landscape Casco is needed. This
Casco, theorised in this Thesis, can perform in such
a way that is resolves current and future problems,
whilst keeping in existence the landscape heritage.
Within the new Casco, low dynamic functions are
given space within the framework. In the landscape
within the framework, high dynamic functions can
be given place. However, to add on, in between

these zones, a new zone is added that gives space to
an in between zone in which high and low dynamics
meet. This zone is called the "medium dynamics"
and it is the zone where the natural framework
meets the urban and agricultural world. By doing
so, city edges and agricultural edges become
more vivid and welcoming. Living within this new
Casco becomes inviting again. A landscape where
cultural heritage, agriculture and natural processes
come together and become mutual beneficial.

Drought as a relatively new problem has resulted in
questioning the current way of using our landscape.
Therefore, a new vision on the landscape is needed,
one that can tackle the multiple problems stated in
this chapter. In order to generate such a vision of a
new robust water system that can steer landscape
development, the Casco-approach seems a good
and effective method for designing. By using the
two general principles described by Kerkstra and
Vrijlandt (1998), a basic framework can be generated
in which the water issue might be solved. However,
the basic approach generated in the 20th century,
might not be suitable for the complex landscape
processes and developments of the 21st century.
Therefore, I propose to create a third layer in the
Casco approach that becomes a transition zone
between the low and high dynamic systems. This
“new” layer can tackle small-scale issues between
two factors such as the different properties of
agriculture, nature, urban sprawl and the landscape.

Figure 2.3.2.b. schematic representation of new Casco
approach. Low dynamic framework (nature/lanes) with high
dynamic pockets (agriculture) with added medium dynamic
transition zoned between nature and agriculture
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3. LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
3.1. DUTCH SAND LANDSCAPES
3.1.1. HIGH SAND LANDSCAPES

High sand landscapes are rather young landscapes
that started to develop after the last and/or prelast ice age. They consist of mostly young, fine
sand that has been transported by wind. The high
sand landscapes are nutrient poor and consist of
sandy to loamy soils (Bijlsma & Sevink, 2012) These
cover sands were very low in nutrients and did not
include much humus. Furthermore, these sands
do not have the ability to store large amounts, or
sometimes even small amounts of water. Some
places where water stagnated or infiltrated where
of high importance for the water supply of the area.
This type of landscape was especially formed in
the eastern and southern parts of the Netherlands,
since rivers and the ocean had less impact in
these areas. The high sand landscapes were thus
unfruitful lands, unsuitable for agricultural purposes.
In these landscapes, the only differences in vegetation
existed from depressions in the landscape, where
water rainwater was collected. In these areas, peat
swamps started to form due to the rather acid
conditions and the absence of oxygen that leads
to the composition of organic matter. These areas
were constantly wet and from these areas, the water
could infiltrate in the subsoils (Bijlsma & Sevink,
2012). This water came at other places to the surface
as seepage water and irrigated the landscape.
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3.1.2. DEMOLISHING THE LANDSCAPES’ SYSTEM
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Before men started cultivating the lands of the high
sands, the landscape much consisted of forests and
peat swamps. In those peat swamps, water could
infiltrate to the soil. Furthermore, water was not
directed, which led to uncontrolled small creeks
flowing everywhere, and seepage of water coming
to the surface. The first soils that where cultivated,
around 1300 where the river plains closer to the
Ijssel. After that, rapid further cultivation started by
deforesting parts of the forest to let sheep graze. By the
time the first settlements started to form, large scale
deforesting started in order to build houses and to make
grazing grounds for cattle and sheep (figure 3.1.2.a).

supply food and fertilizers
manure

grass

anthropogenic spread nutrients

Figure 3.1.2.a. Potstalsystem, grazing sheep and using
manure. Retrieved from: van der Gaast, J. W. J., & Massop,
H. T. L. (2007). Reconstructie van de historische hydrologie:
pilotstudie voor een stroom in hoog Nederland (No. 1466).
Alterra.
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These grazing grounds mostly consisted of large
heather fields (fig. 3.1.2.b). The manure of the
sheep was collected to fertilize the lands used for
agricultural purposes. The so called “potstalsysteem”
started around 700 BC and continued to exist (Ball
et.al, 2018). The landscape by that time consisted
mostly of forest, heather fields and peat swamps. The
uncultivated lands were called “woeste gronden”. Still
now, the places where these bare lands were, can be
found on the maps due to their names. After the first
steps in cultivating the land, the landscape started to
change radically. Due to the large-scale heather fields,
with sheep grazing and men turfing the top soil, large
scale drift sands formed leading to uncomfortable
pats of the landscape. Whilst drift-sand resulted in
uncomfortable conditions and sometimes led to towns
being completely covered in sand, the government
started large scale planting of forests around 1850.

3.
In the 19th century, a discovery took place that
changed landscapes worldwide drastically being
the discovery of artificial fertilizer. Due to this
discovery and later in the 20th century the largescale production of fertilizers, in combination with
draining, areas once unsuitable for agriculture could
be reclamated (Bijlsma, Sevink & de Waal, 2012).
irrigation networks and the reclamation of the peat
swamps, the landscape was transformed into one big
agricultural nation where nearly every single bit of
the landscape is used for agricultural purposes Figure
3.1.2.c). Even in the poorest soils were converted and
thus, also the sandy soils of the high sand landscapes.
In the area, many peat forming areas could be found,
however, due to reclamation of those soils, many
of the water storage capacity of the landscape was
lost (van der Gaast & Massop, 2007). These areas
historically could store large amounts of water that
would slowly infiltrate the groundwater reservoirs.

Figure 3.1.2.b Baakse Beek-Veengoot catchment around 1815

Figure 3.1.2.c Baakse Beek-Veengoot catchment around 1850
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3.1.3. DIVERTING THE WATER SYSTEM
The diversion of the water system has been, together
with the discovery of artificial fertilizers, a major
boost for agriculture in the high sand landscapes. In
order to drain the wetter parts of the landscape, the
whole system was diverted. The wet parts dried up
and became suitable for agriculture, and the dry parts
could now get access to water. One major problem
however, water could not be stored anymore.
Before large scale interventions by men, the water
system was less complicated. Especially within
the study area, the water system can be simplified
to three major systems. In the eastern part of the
study area, east of Lichtenvoorde, the so called,
terras creeks were situated. Creeks ran uncontrolled
through the landscape, ending in depressions in the
landscape. From these places, the water could slowly
infiltrate in the subsoil. Due to the impermeable layer
of boulder clay, formed in the pre-last ice age, peat
started to form. The creeks ran towards lower parts
of the terras and were highly saturated with minerals.
Further to the west, between the boulder clay terras
and the sand ridge, small creek systems and peat
bogs existed. Most of the water in this area was rain
water, and some of it consisted of seepage water
coming from the sublayers. This seepage water
infiltrated in the higher areas and came to the surface
at the lower areas of the sand landscape. From the
sand ridge to the west, creeks consisting of both
rain and seepage water ran towards the lager rivers.

Figure 3.1.3.a Baakse Beek-Veengoot catchment around 1940

Figure 3.1.3.b Baakse Beek-Veengoot catchment around 1980
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3.
3.1.4. CURRENT WATER SYSTEM
Nowadays, the complex water system consists of
numerous ditches, creeks and small canals that
all serve one purpose; drainage (figure 3.1.4.a).
The system’s largest and most important water
ways consist of the following four: de Veengoot;
de Baakse Beek; de Oosterwijkse Vloed; and de
Groote Beek (Fig. 3.1.4.b). These waterways are
connected to few hundred ditches that make sure
the agricultural fields can be drained. Draining these
fields is necessary during winter in order to secure
timely access to the lands by tractor to fertilize those
fields. However, by draining as much as possible,
water can become scarce during dry periods.
To overcome these periods of drought, pumps are
used to get access to groundwater. The main problem
with this strategy lies in the fact that rainwater is
unable to access the groundwater. Rainwater is
drained away to fast resulting in water shortages
in both groundwater and surface water. Especially
in extreme dry periods, such as 2018 and 2019,
this results in problems for crop growth and nature.
Another issue directly connected to the straightened
canals and creeks, and the everlasting desire to
drain by farmers, is the risk of floods. Water is
directed too fast towards lower points within
the landscape. Whilst these lower points in the
landscape have lesser flow of water, these places
are prone to flooding. Usually, floods happen within
depressions in a landscape, or within towns/cities.

Figure 3.1.4.a Baakse Beek-Veengoot catchment around 2015

Figure 3.1.4.b Creek catchments of the Baakse Beek-Veengoot System
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3.2. LARGE SCALE NETWORKS
3.2.1. GEOMORPHOLOGY

The geomorphology (fig. 3.2.1.a) of the study area is
of great importance for its water system. Although
there is enough to say about the area, the Baakse
Beek-Veengoot system is connected to a much larger
and more complex system due to geomorphological
formations in the eastern part of the Netherlands.
As said in the previous chapter, before human
interaction within this landscape, the landscape not
only looked, but also worked quite different. In the
east, the geomorphological formation of Drenthe, an
impermeable layer of boulder clay covered with cover
sand can be found. This terrace-like formation is of
great importance to the water system whilst water
could not penetrate the subsoils of this formation. It is
at those places where peat-swamps and bogs where
formed. Water flowed through small “terrace creeks”
towards small depressions in the landscape. These
areas inundated and the water was slowly seeping to
the groundwater (Bijlsma & Sevink, 2012; Veer, 2006).
Achterhoeks bekken

Terrace edge

buried sand
ridge

Boomse Clay

Glacial erosion valley

Ijssel

Within the whole region, cover sands (after the last
ice age) covered the landscape (fig 3.1.2.a). These
poor soils with little nutrients were unsuitable for
rich vegetations and thus the whole landscape
existed of forests, wet forests and peat swamps
dependent on location and hydrological state. In the
lower geomorphological layers, some blockades can
be found such as the terrace edge and buried sand
ridges. These are of great importance in storing water
within the landscape due to their lower permeability.

Figure 3.2.1.a, Geomorphological map and section of the study area.
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3.2.2. LANDSCAPE TYPOLOGIES
Within the study area, five landscape typologies can
be distinguished. From East to west, the first is the
Terrace landscape. A landscape with high density of
small-scale plots that are surrounded by hedgerows/
wooded banks. Some remnants of old peatlands
can still be found. The High sand landscape has
similarities with the terrace landscape. However,
this landscape is fully productive, and plots are
especially in the south, bigger. Less green structures
can be found however, lanes still provide scenery.
Third, the sand ridge landscape can be found.
This landscape is dominantly planted with forest
interspersed with intensive agriculture. In the
northern part of the sand ridge, also estates can be
found. Further to the west the low sand landscape
can be found. A rather open landscape with intensive
agriculture and animal husbandry. In the north, more
patches with forest can be found as well as many old
estates. Lanes again are dominant in the landscape.
The furthest east, the river clay landscape can be
found, this open landscape provides rather large
plots with intensive arable lands. Less lanes and
plots planted with trees can be found. Generally,
this part of the study area is open. Close to the river
Ijssel, some beautiful villages/cities can be found.
Generally, the landscape consists of agricultural
lands that are highly intensified. Also, lanes and
hedgerows provide the landscapes’ identity.

Figure 3.2.2.a, Landscape typology and visual representation
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3.2.3. WATER SYSTEM
The water system of the Baakse Beek - Veengoot
is rather complex (appendix 1). Due to its large
number of draining ditches and connected creeks,
the general flow of the water is regulated towards
the Ijssel river. As described in chapter “3.1. Sand
landscapes”, the Baakse Beek – Veengoot system
has been redeveloped and partly even dug in
order to drain the area (van der Gaast & Massop,
2007). Main obstacles that had to be dug through
are the sand ridges close to Lichtenvoorde and
the one crossing the system between Vorden and
Doetinchem. By digging through these obstacles and
artificial fertilizers, all the land became available for
agriculture. Currently four main creeks divert the
water to the Ijssel. These creeks, being the Baakse
Beek; the Veengoot; the Oosterwijkse Vloed and
the Groote Beek, are hardly constructed to store
water. Although some parts have been reshaped
to meander and/or water retention areas, the core
goal of these rivers remains drainage. Local, but also
throughout the landscape, groundwater flow is an
important aspect of the water system (fig. 3.2.3.a)
Loads of small ditches and tiny creeks stand at the
base of this water system. Usually those ditches
fungate as draining elements around agricultural
plots and are situated higher in the landscape then
the main waterways. Whilst the Baakse Beek system
is situated in sandy soils, seepage and infiltration of
water complicates the system. Seepage comes to the
surface at natural depressions in the landscape, whilst
infiltration relies on the higher grounds. It is rather
hard to predict the scale to which these processes exist.
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Multiple small sluices and pumping stations make
sure the water can be drained from the area (. Within
the water board, agreements have been made
between farmers and the board about groundwater
levels. Farmers tend to want a lower groundwater
level to be able to work their lands with heavy
machinery, However, other functions within the
landscape rely on high water tables. This results in
a clash and since farmers have a lot to say, generally
water is still drained from the area. They do so by
lowering sluices and pumping away excess water.

In order to store more water throughout the
landscape, the water surface, inundation areas
and underground storage should increase. By for
example letting rivers meander, the water surface
is increased by almost a factor two (Jansen et al.,
1994). Also, by raising groundwater levels, loads
of water can be stored. Although this might seem
easy, it will have a negative effect on farming output
and the variety of standard crops that can be used.

Seepage local
Leekage/ onderground drainage
Deep underground drainage
Low humid parts

Figure 3.2.1.a, Geomorphological map and section of the study area. retrieved from Dik et al., (2007) Baakse
Beek - Veengoot Een integrale visie voor het stroomgebied ‘Herstel de sponswerking’ Heijdemij.
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Within the water system (appendix 01), the Baakse
Beek and Veengoot have the largest flow rate.
With a maximum rate of almost 5m3/s (fig 3.2.3.b),
rather large amounts of water low through those
creeks. Interesting to see is that the Baakse Beek,
once it is connected to the Veengoot, loses all
its power and flows on with a maximum rate of
just 0,16 m3/s. The largest flow rate can be found
in the Veengoot between Ruurlo and Vorden.
According to Waterschap Rijn & Ijssel, the system
is not vulnerable to floods due to its large draining
capacity. However, small scale inundation can still
happen close to urban areas. Lichtenvoorde and
Vorden historically were prone to flooding and
with rainfall becoming more intense this should be
considered whilst designing the new water system.

Figure 3.2.3.b Flow rates of the important creeks and ditches within study area.

In fig. 3.2.3.c the water table levels, combined with
the most important creeks is shown. If one looks at this
image, it is easy to see that some parts of the landscape
are supposedly wet. However, due to the drainage,
these areas also become too dry during periods with
low amounts of precipitation. Wet nature habitats are
destroyed due to this. If water is kept in those areas,
the water shortages could be reduced significantly.

Figure 3.2.3.c Groundwaterlevels within study area.
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3.2.4. SOILS AND LAND-USE
The main part of the case study area consists of
sandy soils being (fig 3.2.4.a) either very fine to
rather course sands. At some places, the sand layers
are on top of loamy or boulder clay layers that are
almost impermeable for water. At those places,
water stalls which at some areas resulted in peat
formation. Although through the years this peat
layer has been dug away, these places are still wetter
than their surroundings. Due to drainage, these soils
are made suitable for agriculture. Whilst the largest
amount of the area consists of sandy soils, the water
storage capacity of those soils is rather low (van
der Gaast & Massop, 2007). Naturally, water drains
away from those soils and stalls at those places
where natural depressions where formed, or where
an impermeable layer is situated. Another issue
with these sandy soils is their low capacity to store
nutrients. Only organic matter that is decomposed
will form some nutrients that are again flushed away
very easily. Podzolic soils are found throughout this
landscape. Sometimes these soils have thick fertilized
layers that where brought on top of it by men.
At some places the soils still have some peat
remnants and in the Ijssel valley, some clay soils
can be found. These clay soils, due to the regularly
floods of the Ijssel, have been nutrient rich and
thus suitable for agriculture. However, due to high
water tables, before draining the landscape, it was
hard to cultivate crops. Most land-use practices
around the Ijssel focus on cattle breeding and
milk production together with some grasslands
and a higher density of arable lands with crops.
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Figure 3.2.4.a Soil map of the study area
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Historically, forest, peat swamps and heather formed
the dominant landscape identity. The first human
interaction with the landscape resulted in small scale
agriculture and some deforestation. At the beginning
of the 20th century, most forest was chopped down
resulting in vast heather fields with drift sands (fig
3.2.4.b). After the discovering of artificial fertilizers,
the rest of the landscape has been cultivated
resulting in a complete agricultural landscape.

Figure 3.2.4.b Land-use map according to HGN in 1900 (Alterra)

Although the sand soils are not that nutrient rich, and
do not have the ability to store much water, most of
the landscape is used for agricultural purposes. Due
to contemporary techniques, all the soils have been
converted to fertile and well drained soils suitable for
agriculture (fig 3.2.4.c). Main forms of agriculture
are dairy farming, pig farms and crop production.
Most of the farmers produce either maize or grass
for feeding life-stock feeding purposes. Other crops

regularly produced are potatoes and sugar beets.
The consequences of this intensification for both
landscape and nature have been significant. Natural
regulation functions decreased and both esthetical
and historical landscape elements disappeared
(Harms, Stortelder & Vos, 1987) Another quick
growing land-use that can be seen is urbanization.

Figure 3.2.4.c Land-use map according to HGN in 2000 (Alterra)
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3.2.5. WATER LEVELS

2013

According to van Eck et al (2013) also the soil
moisture content in the study area will decrease.
This has a negative effect on both the averages
of highest and lowest water levels. Even though
more extremes are encountered, and thus also in
precipitation. The model study by van Eck clearly
shows a decrease in water levels within the soils.
due to this decrease, water contents stored in the
soil will also decrease. It can be assumed that this
increases the chance of droughts as well. As seen
in the model study in figure 3.2.5.a. the water
tables will become lower. this will have a negative
effect in agricultural practices and nature in the
whole study area. The agricultural sector however
will keep pumping up water, resulting in an
acceleration of the drying up process of the soil.

historically

Although the report was presented in 2013, not
enough has been done to ensure enough water
availability in the study area. The clear signs of the
landscape drying up will probably have continued,
resulting in droughts in 2018. The images (fig.
3.2.5.a.) show clear differences with historical
water tables, and the water tables in 2013.

Figure 3.2.5.a. Average lowest water tables historicallly and in 2013
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2013

historically

Figure 3.2.5.b. Average highest water tables historically and in 2013
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3.3. CONCLUSION
Especially during the last two centuries, the project
area has been highly cultivated mostly for agricultural
purposes. Even though the soil and historical water
system did not support this type of land-use, men
by ingenuity have converted the landscape into an
intensively used agricultural domain. Both historical
and esthetical landscape features have been lost
throughout this process of intensification. By
modifying the landscape in this way, now we face
problems that have not been foreseen. Drought as
the latest issue adding to the list, results in the need
for a new vision on the way we use our landscape.
So the core problem is that the landscapes’ resilience
and flexibility is reduced throughout the years. The
new vision for this landscape will try to seek landuses that fit the geomorphological and hydrological
traits of the specific parts in this landscape.

By doing so, the water system will be closely related
to its natural, or at least a more natural, state.
The resilience of the system, and with that the
landscape, will increase. Drought tolerance as well
as flood tolerance will increase by creating the right
circumstances. Occasional floods, but also droughts,
will be counteracted by nature-based designs.

Due to the water system being disconnected from its
natural flow and geohydrological system, problems
with the new climatic circumstances are perceived.
In the new Casco that will be proposed in this
Thesis, the new water system is highly dependent
on the geomorphic and edaphological properties.
Within the design, these aspects determine where
certain elements of the new Casco are placed.
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4. DROUGHT INTERVENTION STUDY
4.1.1. RE-MEANDERING
Within the Netherlands and outside, multiple ways
of dealing with water stress, either water surplus or
deficit, can be found in the profession of landscape
architecture. As the core aim of this study is to
reduce the landscapes vulnerability regarding
water shortages and surpluses, a study has been
executed to find interventions that can contribute
to a more robust water system. Those interventions
mostly consist of re-scaping the landscape in such
a way that water can be retained and, if needed,
released if a peak discharge or rainfall is predicted.
Within this chapter, such interventions are
explained and discussed upon. Only the relevant
interventions for this research will be discussed.
For the rest, one can see to the appendices.

4.1. NETHERLANDS

As our climate is changing rapidly, and land use is
at its maximum capacity, the Netherlands needs
re-organization of its landscape. Urban expansion
keeps putting nature and agriculture under
pressure, whilst the agricultural sector constantly
tries to keep an influential status within the
country. However, on terms of water management,
the three main domains within the country,
urbanity, agriculture and nature can hardly agree.

Within the Netherlands, for several years creeks
and rivers are given back their natural flow. By remeandering those waterways, water can be retained
within the landscape (Verdonschot et.al., 2012;
Jansen et.al., 1994). Not only by the extra length of
the creek, but also water is stored in the adjacent
parcels due to a lower stream velocity and usually
the higher water level that fits meandering creeks.
Another positive aspect is that water is not carried
away to quick leading to floods in lower lying areas.
Furthermore, the water quality will be improved, and
wet habitats will increase. However, by retaining
the water in the higher parts of the landscape,
those parts can become vulnerable to small scale
floods if the availability of draining is reduced. To
resolve that, inundation areas can be designed in
which water can be stored for small amounts of
time. Also, the draining capacity of the old creeks
can be kept by keeping the old creek and using it
if large amounts of water need to be transported.

Successful projects where re-meandering of rivers
led to positive aspects of water retention, ecology
and water quality are; Remeandering the Berkel
and Remeandering of the Ruiten Aa. Both projects
focusing on improving water quantity and quality in
the Netherlands, by adding water surface (meander)
and natural habitat. Not only in the Netherlands,
but in many other countries the positive aspects
of re-meandering are seen. On top of having
positive effects on drought and flood resilience
and ecological values, a meandering river gives
aesthetical values back to the landscape. Since
these elements naturally existed in sand landscapes,
they fit very well in the landscapes’ identity.

Figure 4.1.1.a. Meandering and drainage. From Jansen et.al.
(1994)
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4.
4.1.2. SPONGES

Figure 4.1.1.b. Remeandering of Berkel river (Netherlands)
retrieved from https://www.contactzutphen.nl/nieuws/
algemeen/188606/lezing-over-het-waterbeheer-van-rivier-deberkel-

Figure 4.1.2.c. Restoration project Regge River. retrieved
from https://www.vechtstromen.nl/over/voldoende/buildingwith-nature/bouwen-natuur/

The word sponge does not immediately trigger
a connection with landscapes. To most people it
might only trigger a relationship with cleaning.
However, the core principle of a sponge is that
it can soak up water and release it when needed.
This almost exact principle is very important for a
landscapes’ functioning. Water should be retained
in areas that can take up this water, and slowly
released to the landscape to guarantee a consistent
supply of water (Krajenbrink, 2007). Whereas some
landscapes might experience the joy of a constant
supply of water due to larger river systems, the high
sand landscapes do not. They relied on large scale
swamps and peat bogs that soaked up water when
available, and slowly released it to their surroundings.

towards nature reserves with wet habitats such as
swamps, peatlands, wet grasslands, wet heather and
marshes. Whilst all these typologies have different
characteristics, they all share the ability to store
water and slowly let it infiltrate in the groundwater
(Smolders et al., 2013; Bureau Stroming B.V., 2006).
Examples of these wet habitats that fungate as
landscape “sponges” are “De Blauwe Kamer”
near Utrecht, which is a wet nature area close to
the river Nederrijn, and het Binnenveld close to
Veenendaal in which several plots close to a river
have been re-wetted. In both cases, land-use has
become different but still profitable by making
use of recreation and other forms of agriculture.

In the Netherlands, this aspect of the landscape once
was seen as an ugly and unforgiving wilderness
that should be cultivated. Without knowing so, our
landscapes lost their ability to coop with dry periods
due to the cultivation of these areas. Nowadays, we
luckily see the benefits of these areas in multiple
aspects and try to preserve those that are left.
Within our landscapes, these so called “sponges” are
even recovered from time to time. Due to their ability
to slowly release water to their surroundings, their
massive ecological values, and even beauty, they are
brought back within our landscapes. The principle
of recovering sponge effects for the landscape is
not only found in the Netherlands but as well in
other countries such as Germany and Belgium.
Examples of these sponges are mostly the conversion
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Figure 4.1.2.a Increasing buffer capacity/restoring sponge
effect of the landscape in Kempenbroek. retrieved from
kempenbroek.eu/nl/natuur-en-landschap/klimaatbuffers
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4.1.3. WATER SUPPLY

By creating canals and pumping stations, some parts
of the Netherlands are supplied with water from
other places. For example, the Twentekanalen, those
canals where dug to fungate as a navigable waterway
for trade purposes, and later became one of the most
important suppliers of water in the region during dry
times. By pumping water into the canals from larger
water bodies, in this case the Ijssel, the water supply
for the agricultural fields is regulated. In winter the
canals again serve as a draining system for the region.
Even though this seems like a very good way to deal
with water regulation, canals usually are not seen
as very beautiful and often result in large “scars”
through the landscape. Whilst they are straight, with
no shallow banks, they do not resemble natural water
bodies and streams and do not share the ecological
functions of those. Thus, their purpose only focuses
on water regulation and trade (if big enough).

Figure 4.1.3.a Water pumping from Twentekanaal into
berkel. retrieved from:https://www.lochemsnieuws.nl/
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4.2. INTERNATIONAL

4.2.1. UP-RIVER WATER RETENTION

4.2.2. WATER HARVESTING

The retention of water in the higher regions of a
creek of river is a well-known way of retaining water
in a landscape. Usually this is done by big retention
lakes in which a dam is made so water flow can be
regulated. This “regulation by storing” makes sure
that peak discharges can be moderated, and in
times of droughts, water can be slowly dispersed.
However, in order to do so, rather large height
differences are needed. On top of that, large areas
need to be flooded in order to provide enough
water for the whole dry season. Up-river retention
in the study area is difficult to realise whilst height
differences are not that big (even though they are
quite big for the Netherlands), and large areas can
hardly be claimed just for water storage which are
needed, especially with low height differences. On
top of that, the evaporation rate of surface water
is higher that water in soil or covered by plants.

Water harvesting can be done in several ways.
Throughout the world, and especially in Israel, water
harvesting is a high tach branch in which water supply
is regulated. Either by harvesting rainwater, or water
from the air. Rainwater harvesting is a rather old method
for storing water in river catchments and/or next to
buildings (Prinz, 1996). It can be done by creating
retention lakes, or dykes around patches that need to
become wet. Also, the simple placing of a rainwater
barrel is considered water harvesting (Prinz, 1996).

Figure 4.2.1.a Water retention lake. retrieved from:https://
eu.statesmanjournal.com/

Figure 4.2.2.a Desalination plant in Israel. retrieved from:
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/
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In Israel, water harvesting has become a complete
science. Water is harvested from the air and from
the sea, which makes sure the agricultural sector is
provided with water. Although these are good ways
of collecting water, they are usually very expensive
and only beneficial to agriculture. As the Netherlands
does only coop with small scale droughts,
these interventions are not profitable enough.

4.
4.3. NATURE BASED SOLUTIONS

4.4. CONCLUSION

Nature Based Solutions (NBS) focus to tackle problems
within the landscape using nature and/or natural
systems. Using ecological strength as part of the
solution is very relevant for contemporary problems
that we face in our landscapes and/or society
(Potschin et al., 2015). As well for problems such as
drought and water surplus. Within this design study,
NBS will be part of the solution. As seen in previous
chapters, loads of the current ways of dealing with
problems in our landscapes, exist of trying to create
a more natural, and ecologically stable landscape.

Within this several interventions that could help
coping with drought and/or flood prevention
have been discussed. Both international and
national interventions have been selected in order
to broaden the view upon the issue within the
study area. Whilst the international preventions
where unnecessary complicated and/or costly, they
will not be elaborated upon any further. Mostly
these measures are more suitable to much more
extreme situations and/or landscape typologies.

Furthermore, these solutions strengthen a connection
between urbanity, humans, to nature. It aspires coexistence and helps advance climate change mitigation
and adaptation (Keestra et al., 2018). Also, NBS are cost
effective, long-term and scalable from large to small
scale approaches for climate action. Rehabilitation
and restoring our landscapes are a key objective in
restoring the services, goods and the resources that
ecosystems can provide to both man and nature.
An important example of NBS is the restoration of
catchment systems. The approach is to promote
desirable soil and landscape functions by working
with what the landscape provides (Keestra et al.,
2018). Historical systems are often restored leading to
large benefits for many different stakeholders within
the landscape. According to Kabisch et.al. (2017)
NBS as an approach is beneficial to the economy,
food production, water availability, pollination, soils
formation, carbon storage and diversification of
livelihoods. By using NBS, water availability will thus
increase, making it a good approach to design with.

Figure 4.3.a. Nature Based Solutions model according to
IUCN. retrieved from https://www.iucn.org/commissions/
commission-ecosystem-management/our-work/naturebased-solutions
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For the rest of this thesis, the focus will be laid
on interventions that already are known and
proven to function. These interventions are both
feasible within the study area, and more likely to
be executed. Moreover, they can be implemented
with respect for the cultural heritage and landscape
identity. The described interventions all share the
NBS approach. Working with natural systems will
be key in the further development of the landscape
Casco. By using these NBS and implementing them
in the landscape, they can and will be beneficial
on multiple levels. The study area will become a
vibrant and lively area, where a new Casco will be
implemented that focuses on drought resilience.
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5. LANDSCAPE FRAMEWORK
5.1. MODELS

5.1.1. LANDSCAPE SPONGES
FRAMEWORK MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Whilst searching for a new landscape model that
reduces the research area’s vulnerability to drought,
first models are developed that try to tackle this
issue. These models are tested within the landscape
and persist mostly out of pre-tested hypothesis
found elsewhere in either the Netherlands or other
countries. They are already implemented and proven
to contribute to drought resistance according to
other scholars. The models exist of one or more
interventions drawn into the landscape in a most
plausible way. With the help of expert interviews,
these models have been evaluated by 12 parameters
to see which score highest and thus can be best
implemented. After that, the model(s) that scores the
highest will be further tested within the landscape.
The final design will thus consist of one or more of
these models to get the best suitable design for both
the landscape and the problem it is supposed to tackle.

Water
In the first model, ancient, natural ways of storing
water will be used to overcome droughts. Whilst
human activity has been the driving force in draining
the landscape, it is only logical that reducing
this human involvement of the landscape might
contribute to reduce the landscapes’ vulnerability.
Within this model, certain parts of the landscape
will be transformed into landscapes that fungate
as a sponge. To do so, the current land-use, which
is mostly agriculture, needs to be transformed into
nature or a different form of agriculture. Within
these sponges, no drainage system will be made,
and only an overflow makes sure that a surplus
of water can be directed to the Ijssel. By doing so,
these areas become every wet and therefore do
not suffice the needs for the agricultural sector.
Water from these sponges infiltrate into the soil,
and can be used for irrigation purposes in the still
existing agricultural plots (Smolders et al., 2013).
Moreover, this water will also feed groundwater
levels. This is particularly important whereas water
that is drained away, can never be recovered. By
making sure groundwater levels are fed by water
sources throughout the landscape, water shortages
can possibly be reduced. Another assumed
effect of “water sponges” is that they can retain
water when available. When large amounts of
rainwater fall, the sponges can take up this water
and slowly release it, making them very valuable
in reducing drought and flood vulnerability.
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Ecology
Another positive aspect is that of biodiversity and
ecology. Sponges can exist of for example peatbogs,
swamps or wet grasslands. These types of habitat
nowadays are very uncommon in the Netherlands.
By re-establishing these types of habitats, flora and
fauna now rare to the country, might recover in those
specific areas (Bureau Stroming, 2006). However,
the ecological value of these “sponges” is to be
determined by other factors such as acidity, trophicity
and groundwater level. Usually the less trophic a
soil is, the more interesting the ecological value.
Agriculture
In order to be either beneficial or not, this model
strongly depends on the design and land-use of the
sponges. These sponges can become either fully
nature reserves or become a diversified landscape
element in which nature and agriculture are mutual
beneficial to on another. Usually, if the intention
is to reduce vulnerability to climate change, these
“sponges” exist of natural climate buffers intended
to reduce drought or flood vulnerability (Bureau
Stroming, 2006). However, this need not to be the
case. An example would be paludiculture, in which
peat growing plants become the harvested crops.
Farmers and nature co-exist in a mutual beneficial
way (Wichtmann, Schröder & Joosten, 2016).
These peat areas could become great water buffers
(Smolders et al., 2013), and also provide income.

5.

Figure 5.1.1.a. Landscape model sponges, storing water in waterbuffering nature habitats
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5.1.2. MEANDERS
Water
Within the current Dutch landscape, loads of rivers
and creeks are still canalised. To drain the originally
very wet landscape, creeks, canals and ditches where
dug. In that way, the landscape could be used for
agricultural purposes. Within the research area, most
creeks did not even exist. The landscape consisted
of wet peat areas and marches, interspersed with
heather fields and forests. In order to use the
wetter areas for agriculture, the inhabitants dug
creeks right through sand ridges and the natural
areas. With the help of a few creeks and a lot of
ditches, every single plot of the landscape became
drained. Nowadays, whilst the climate becomes
more extreme, droughts within this landscape occur.
It is known that meandering rivers store much more
water and keep it in the area where they flow than
canalised rivers and creeks (Jansen et.al., 1994). On
top of that, these meandering rivers provide more
habitat for animal live and are able to store large
parts of heavy rainfall (Jansen et.al., 1994). This is the
reason one of the models shows that all larger creeks
should meander. However, with the significant drier
summers, less water will flow through these rivers
and thus, more is needed. On top of letting the creeks
meander, multiple sluices will be set higher in those
creeks during the winter. Doing so, the water table
in the river and the surrounding lands will increase
resulting in more water stored within this landscape.
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A negative aspect of meandering rivers is that they
are prone to floods. Whilst a canalized river or creek
is built to drain water, meandering rivers have less of
this ability. If a meandering rivers’ capacity is full and
large amounts of precipitation are forecasted, the
ability of draining should not be discarted. This is why
de Graaff, Oosterhoof and Medenblik (2008) propose
to keep a canalised flood channel with barriers.
Ecology
For ecology, meandering rivers are, opposed to
canalised creeks, beneficial in several ways. By
meandering, the natural flow of the river is restored.
Sedimentation and erosion of the river banks will
start to occur which makes sure that both steep
and shallow banks creating habitat for different
species. On top of that, more water is stored in
both the river and the surrounding plots which
will increase wet habitat (Addy et al., 2016). A
canalised creek does not share these characteristics
and have fewer positive aspects for ecology.
Agriculture
For the agricultural sector, this model has some
disadvantages and some advantages. Due to a
larger amount of water being stored in the river and
its surroundings, droughts will have less impact on
crop growth. Irrigation will not be set on a hold as
quickly. On the other hand, peak discharges might
lead to small scale, controlled floods on arable
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lands. This will need flexibility and resilience from
farmers and crops. Furthermore, lands close to the
riverbeds will become wetter. This results in less
accessibility by big tractors and machinery. Farmers
will need to coop with that. However, due to these
floods, nutrients and minerals will be dispersed
over these plots which could be used by farmers.

5.

Figure 5.1.2.a. Landscape model meandering creeks, storing water in creeks and surroundings
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5.1.3. PRODUCING CITIES
Water
The key intervention in the model “producing cities”
is found within the cities and towns. The current
drainage system allows the sewage system to be
flooded, in which an overflow regulates the surplus
of water. This overflow makes sure that streets and
houses will not be flooded, and directly regulates
the water towards the main waterways. From these
waterways the water is drained towards the Ijssel.
This water is gone and could have been used better.
Within this scenario, this water is not pumped into
the main waterways any more but will flow into
landscape basins. In these basins, the water can
infiltrate to the groundwater. However, to make sure
the city does not flood during a peak discharge, a
secondary creek, which starts to flow at a certain
water level, leads the water towards the main
waterways and thus eventually back to the Ijssel.

need to be able to pump this water away very fast
if new precipitation is predicted. This water needs
space and those spaces are usually not suitable for
agricultural purposes whilst fluctuating water tables
are not preferred by the agricultural sector. Thus,
these areas will be converted in nature. However,
due to these spaces being rather small, and scattered,
they are not very beneficial to ecological purposes.

Agriculture
For the agricultural sector, not much changes. A
few smaller plots might need redevelopment for
water storage purposes, these areas need not be
very big. Farmers located at those areas would be
compensated. For other farmers not much changes.

In short, the basins make sure water is stored in
the landscape, but also make sure a city or town
will not be flooded. Rainwater is thus stored in the
landscape and can be used in nature areas and for
irrigation purposes. The new creeks that will only
flow when large amounts of water need to be
discharged, will fungate as green ribbons throughout
the landscape where flora and fauna can settle.
Ecology
For ecological purposes, this model has some small
advantages. As the water that comes from the cities
needs to be stored. Some new spaces need to be
established where this water can be stored. Whilst
the core idea is storage in the sewage system, cities
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Figure 5.1.3.a. Landscape model producing cities, using water from cities
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5.
5.1.4. SUPPLY CANAL
Water
North of the project area, the province Overijssel is
situated. In this province, a smart solution is used
to provide the landscape with the water it needs.
A series of canals has been dug to make sure that
waterways could drain towards the Ijssel, but also
to provide the area with water during dry periods. A
connection from the Ijssel river makes sure a constant
flow of water can be directed towards the area. If
creeks start to run dry, water from the Twentecanals can be let into the creeks which makes sure
water is distributed within the landscape. Such a
scenario might be interesting within the study area.
The main waterways close to the study area exist
of the Oude Ijssel and the Ijssel. However, pumping
water to higher grounds is possible, but very costly
and comes with a limit. The Ijssel is situated far too
low in the landscape to be used. Water would need
to be pumped some 18 meters up which is too costly
for the benefits it delivers. As said previously, on a
very dry day, the evaporation of the study area is close
to 24 m3. Whilst the Oude Ijssel river only has an
average flow rate of 2,3 m3 it would be an insufficient
supply for the study area says Roel Dijksma (2019).
Whilst this model has clear insufficient positive
aspects for the increasing of drought resilience,
other aspects have not been discussed with
experts of other expertise. The scoring for these
parameters has been done by rational thinking.
Figure 5.1.4.a. Landscape model supply canal
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5.1.5. HIGH INFILTRATION
The high infiltration is closely related to the sponge
model. However, the model is focused on the
higher parts of the landscape. It is in this part of
the landscape where water retention areas are
situated. Moreover, this model proposed to stop the
drainage of the higher grounds in order to let water
flow to the natural depressions in the landscape.
Water
Within this scenario, the higher areas will merely be
used as an area where water can infiltrate to the soil
and were water can be stored. These areas would
largely consist of nature, combined with other forms
of agriculture and eco-tourism. In these areas, the
current drainage system would be removed, to create
wet areas where water can infiltrate to the subsoil.
These wet areas could become peat producing bogs
that will slowly let water infiltrate to the groundwater.
The dry areas would become large-scale heather
fields with small clumps of trees where eco-tourism
can take place. Trees on these locations would be
scarce whereas they evaporate large amounts of
water. Within these heather fields, old systems
could return where sheep graze and their manures
can be used as well as their milk, wool and meat.
Ecology
From the ecological perspective, this model generates
two beneficial processes. First, some of the agricultural
fields will be converted to water retention areas. These
areas will suit different species that are not supported
by the current agricultural fields. The amount of flora
and fauna in these areas will increase. By converting
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all agricultural plots to low vegetations such as
grasslands (for e.g. grazing purposes or hay lands), the
amount of fertilizers needed is reduced. This will have
positive effects to the new nature habitats and the
flushing of nutrients to other areas in the landscape.
The only negative aspect might be the conversion of
woodlands towards heather. Heather is a habitat that
is already established in the area. By converting all
woodland, this habitat type is lost. For flora and fauna
thriving on heather fields, the habitat will be increased.

Agriculture
For the agricultural sector, it is much more a shift
in crops and life stock than a loss of agriculture.
However, in the areas that will be transformed
towards retention areas, the agricultural sector will
need to change radically from a purely farming
exercise, to a combination in which the farmer
becomes part-time nature manager. In those areas,
different managing strategies and life-stock can
be held. Whilst this is a gradual process, the need
of creating support in this sector is of high essence.

Figure 5.1.5.a. Landscape model high infiltration, using high wet nature for water supply and stopping drainage
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5.
5.1.6. Different land-use
Water
Another way of dealing with drought is to change the
way we use the landscape. Currently the landscape
is mostly used for agricultural purposes. The main
forms of agriculture exist of crop production, dairy
farms and some hay-lands. Main crops produced in
this area are maize, potatoes and grass for grazing
or feeding purposes. Most of the agricultural
fields produce crops that go into the dairy or pig
industry. Whilst major pressure from the government
on those sectors to reduce nitrogen emissions,
the sector needs change (DutchNews.nl, 2019).

other growing conditions, which might ask for different
machinery and/or fertilizing strategies. Even though
there are some changes, they can still practice their
profession. Whether this also changes income is hard
to predict due to changing crop benefits and market.

In order to change water consumption in the
agricultural sector, this model proposes to change
the crops that are grown. Although this would result
in a lower intake of water, and thus partly resolve
the drought problem, it does not help in any way
to resolve flood and peak discharge problems.
Furthermore, by not tackling other problems,
eventually the same problems will arise again.
Ecology
For ecological purposes, this intervention has no positive
outcomes. The land-use remains predominantly
agriculture, in which nature, especially with the
current way of farming, has no place. Even though
this model proposes to change the crops that are
Agriculture
For the agricultural sector, this model has the least
implications. Whilst changing crops depending on
climatic changes, farmers need not to change their
strategy and/or way of life. However, other crops need

Figure 5.1.6.a. Using different crops, leading to shift in drought resilience
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Calculations Water storage Casco
Terrace
Type
Low vegetation
Peat restoration***
Forest to Heather

In figure 5.2.a. the culculations can be seen to
which the landscape models have been reflected.
These calculations come forth by running SWAP
models. The SWAP models fungate as a calculation
mechanism in which transpiration by plants is
covered. By running plant-leaf indexes through
weather models, calculations can be made to which
extend plants consume water. This consuming
behaviour is of importance in water requirements.
For the weather model, the model from 1976
which was closely related to 2018. By running these
models, comparisons between crops could be made.
As a comparison to interventions, the water buffering
capacity of the current landscape has been taken.
Due to the area laying in a sand landscape, the soil
moisture content is calculated to be 10% of the
mass. Thus 100mm can contain 10mm of water.

Surface m2

Calculations Water storage Casco

Total****

mm*
29406282
7280908 100-900
2402693

reduction effectivewater
mm % **
45
10/90
90

39089883

Terrace
Creek system

55,33333333

Type
Surface m2
mm*
Low vegetation
Type
surface m2 29406282 mm*
Peat restoration***
7280908 100-900
Stream
valley
73665062
Forest
to next
Heather
2402693
first
plot
to stream valley
6629855,58
inundation area
13844117
Total****
39089883
Actual
extra length streams
645787,5
Total****
Creek system

reduction effectivewater
mm % **
45 water
reduction effective
mm %
10/90
400
40
90
0-400
0/40
150
15
55,33333333
650

94139034,58

34,91496765

TOTAL
45,12415049
Type together
surface m2
mm*
reduction
effectivewater
mm %
Stream valley
73665062
400
40
first
plot next toenergy
stream valley
Calculations
amount 6629855,58 energy KWH 0-400 total MW 0/40
inundation
area
13844117
150
15
housholds
27430 3500-4500
109720
Actual extra length
645787,5
650
windturbines
140mstreams
26
5000000
130000
new housholds
240/260
3500
910
Total****
94139034,58
34,91496765
balans
TOTAL together

19370
45,12415049

energy model
amount
Calculations sponge

housholds
Type
windturbines
Wet
grassland140m
new heather
housholds
Wet
Peat
balans
Total****

Surface m2

energy KWH
27430 3500-4500
mm*
26
10206783
240/260
24337630
5103391
39647804

15
30

reduction %

15
16,66666667
30
2,114511215

reduction %
15 reduction %
15
16,66666667
13,33333333
30
30
6,666666667
5
2,114511215
216,6666667
14,96728072
17,08179193
reduction
%
13,33333333
6,666666667
5
216,6666667
14,96728072
17,08179193

total MW

reduction 109720
effectiveWater
mm %
5000000
130000
400
40
3500
910
200
20
100-900
10/90
19370
36,67

reduction %
13,33333333
6,666666667
16,66666667

reduction effectiveWater
mm %
400
40
200 reduction effective
20 water
mm %
100-900
10/90
45
10/90
36,67

reduction %
13,33333333
6,666666667
reduction
%
16,66666667
15
15
16,66666667
3,825665298
30,5
3,25749025

3,825665298

Calculations sponge model

Calculations high infiltration
Type
Surface m2
Wet grassland
Wet
Typeheather
Surface m2
Peat vegetation
Low
Peat restoration***
Total****
total
Figure 5.2.b. Droughts in the Netherlands comparing 19762018. retrieved from: KNMI.nl
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mm*
10206783
24337630 mm*
5103391
31808975
7280908 100-900
39647804
39089883

Figure
5.2.a. Calculations
for water storage of the models.
Calculations
high infiltration

Calculations meander

Type
The
Low vegetation
Type

Surface m2
Landscape
Models
surface m2

mm*
31808975 mm*

reduction effectivewater
mm %
45 Water
reduction effective
mm %

reduction %
15 Reduction %

15

Type
Low vegetation
Peat restoration***

Surface m2

5.
total

mm*
31808975
7280908 100-900

reduction effectivewater
mm %
45
10/90

39089883

15
30,5

reduction %

15
16,66666667
3,25749025

Calculations meander
Type
surface m2
mm*
Stream valley
73665062
first plot next to stream valley
3683253,1
Total

400
0-400

reduction effectiveWater
mm %
40
0/40

77348315,1

Reduction %
13,33333333
6,666666667

30

4,070963953

Calculations new agriculture
Type
Terrace+sand ridge
High grounds
Mid level grounds
low grounds

surface m2

Total

68400000
45600000
159600000
106400000

mm*

Water reduction %reduction effective mmreduction %
3
9
2,5
7,5
1
3
0/1
1,5

380000000

11,5

3
2,5
1
0,5

11,5

7

20

reduction %
6,666666667

Calculations produing cities
Type
Surface
Inundation surface from roofs

6857500
6857500

effective
m3 per roof

25

mm

200

effective mm

0,120307018

27430

shortage was around 300mm
mm* = 100mm meaning an effective 10mm whilst in sand only 10% is actual water storage/ or less evaporation of plant leaf index
water % **= decrease percentage of transpiration of plant leaf index, meaning e.g. 10% of usual water consumption
Peat restoration *** = In peat restoration areas ratio peat/wet grass is 60/40. peat = up to 900mm water storage due to sponge effect/wet grass 100mm due to higher water table
Total **** = total percentage of water needed in whole area/ thus total area devided through area Baakse Beek system
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5.2. COMBINATION MODEL
To come up with a final design, the preferred models
are brought together in a combination model. This
model fungates as the basis for the final Cascodesign. All models are scored based on expert
interviews and the chosen parameters. The scoring is
done not by calculating everything exactly but based
on either very positive or very negative outcomes
for that specific parameter. Thus, a model beneficial
to agriculture scores high on that parameter.
As seen in the matrix, the high infiltration model,
together with the meander model get the highest
score. Therefore, the combination model will
predominantly exist of those two models. By
combining models, both the drought resilience and
flood resilience of the model increases, making the
water system more robust. The combination model
aims to cover as many as possible landscape elements
needed to create an attractive and self-sustaining
system. By making the system more attractive and
designing in such a way that profits can be made,
the design will receive more support. This might lead
to a higher probability of implementation but will
certainly help to support the landscapes’ identity.
The combination exists of three main layers that will also
from the base for the new drought resilience Casco.
First, a new water system has been designed. The main
features of the water system are meandering creeks
and the infiltration model in the eastern part of the
case study area. The infiltration model makes sure that
peak discharges can be stored within the landscape
and be slowly given back to the groundwater. By
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doing so, water gets distributed throughout the
area. Within this region, new water buffers will
be designed to restore the buffer or “sponge”
capacity of the landscape. Within these areas,
new forms of agriculture will need to develop.
The second part of the model are the creeks. Water is
slowly directed towards the Ijssel river by meandering
creeks. These creeks meander in order to store more
water. Furthermore, water levels in the creeks will
be risen during winter to store even more water in
the landscape. This has a negative effect on flood
resilience, to reduce this once again, the old creeks
will be kept being used as draining elements when
needed. Furthermore, inundation areas alongside the
creeks will help reduce flood hazard risks. Due to the

Figure 5.1.7.a. Scoring matrix
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risen water levels, agriculture alongside the creeks
will need to coop with higher water tables. Therefore,
different crops will be produced in those areas.
The final part of the model consists of the sand
ridge that runs through the area. This sand ridge
now is covered by pine forests, or agricultural fields.
Whilst water is scarce, the whole sand ridge will
be converted into a wood producing oak/beech
forest. These forests have better ecological value
and produce higher quality wood. furthermore,
they fit better within the landscapes’ identity.
Together with the meanders and the new water
buffers in the east, the new agroforest will become
an ecological corridor that connects valuable nature
reserves in the Netherlands with those in Germany.

5.

Figure 5.1.7.b. preferred landscape model. Combining meanders with high infiltration
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In this section**, one can read how the system
works. At the right (eastern) edge of the section, the
Terrace edge can be seen. From this terrace, water
seeps towards lichtenvoorde. Several terrace creeks
guide water towards new natural landscape-sponges.
These landscape “sponges” in their turn, slowly
give back the water to the groundwater. Water
then slowly seep towards and underneath the
sand ridge (Aalten-Zelhem). on the west side of

Lichtenvoorde. From there water is directed by
both the creeks and the groundwater flow towards
the sand ridge of Ruurlo-Hengelo. This sand ridge
will be covered by trees, so the vegetation is able
to get to the deeper groundwater levels. Close
to this sand ridge, some inundation areas will be
needed to store peak discharges. Whilst the creeks
will have a higher water level, water from those
creeks will also slowly fill up the groundwater levels.

Water will also seep towards the western side of the
ridge. From there, the creeks will slowly direct the
water towards the Ijssel. Also, within the Ijssel some
inundation areas are needed to store excess water.
Eventually water will end up in the Ijssel. The most
important aspects of the new water system are:
- an increase in water storage
- increase in groundwater level restoration
- better equal distribution

**In this section, the water system has been
sketched in an explanatory way. The scale and
exact locations of particular objects are irrelevant

Figure 5.1.7.c. schematic section of the preferred landscape model
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5.
5.3. CONCLUSION
Within this chapter, several different models have
been tested within the study areas’ landscape. Also,
these models have been scored on several different
functions - covering agriculture, nature, landscape
identity and cost-benefit ratios - within that landscape.
12 different parameters have been scored, ranked
from 1 to 5 by making use of expert interviews and
literature. By making use of this scoring together
with the plant leaf index calculations for evaporation
of water by plants, preferred models have been
chosen as a base for the Casco. The preferred
models where then combined into a combination
model. This combination model in its place
becomes the base for the Drought resistance Casco.

can be restored, and water availability is increased.
However, some issues are generated by redeveloping
the water system in this way (de Graaff, Oosterhoof
and Medenblik, 2008). Flood resilience is decreased
do to the lower availability of draining water bodies.
To undo this, within the Casco new places where an
excess of water can be stored will need to be designed.

This method of model generation is particularly useful
when multiple stakes need to be taken in account.
For example, if one only needs to redesign a water
system without taking in account for example the
agricultural sector, the task becomes easier. However,
with complex designs including many stakeholders
model generation and valuation are useful practices to
eliminate ideas that do not fit the landscape. Eventually
one or two models, the preferred models, can be
used to elaborate on the ideas within these models.
The preferred model exists of two models. One of
them focusing on letting water infiltrate in the higher
grounds of the landscape, the other to let creeks
meander through the landscape focusing on storing
water rather then draining it to the Ijssel. By combining
those models, water is both stored in the landscape
and infiltrated in soil. By doing so, groundwater levels
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6.

THE DROUGHT
RESILIENCE CASCO

6. THE DROUGHT RESILIENCE CASCO
Legend

The final Casco-design consists of multiple aspects
from the model study. Although its core aim is still to
create a new climate-proof water system, the benefits
of the Casco are much broader. The Casco fungates
as a framework for the case study area, trying to
reconnect the landscapes’ users to the beauty of
the landscape. Changing landscape identity for the
better is key in finding support for a design, especially
when measures are rather radical. The Casco is
built with the use of a low dynamic framework,
including the water system, nature and a new
production forest. Second the high dynamic pockets.
Within these pockets, contemporary agricultural
practices, urbanity and infrastructure can be found.
These pockets are subject to fast changes and
radical disruptions due to developments within that
particular sector. In order to let those two elements
meet, a third layer is implemented within this Casco,
the medium dynamics. This third layer consists of
zones where the agricultural sector implements
nature-based agriculture with location specific
crops and land-use. Furthermore, this layer tries to
connect urbanity to the landscape by closing in the
low dynamic network towards cities and towns. By
doing so, the landscape becomes more attractive,
and urban sprawl is guided. For key elements within
the Casco, several principles are visualised by means
of 3D sections showed in the following chapters.

Figure 6.a The new drought resilience Casco.
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6.1. LOW DYNAMICS ELEMENTS
The Casco has been given a large focus on water
and nature, which are the low dynamic elements
in this framework also according to Vrijlandt &
Kerkstra (1998). Whilst nature is key in revitalizing
the landscape, and creating a new hydrological
network is part of a natural network, the Casco is
mostly based on the creation of new nature and a
new water system, and including the hedgerows
and lanes (fig 6.1.1.a, 1). The aim of this new nature
network is to redevelop the landscape in such a
way that agriculture and nature become mutual
beneficial. This is done in the Casco by switching at
key places to nature-based agriculture, to converse
the draining effect of creeks towards storing water
and the conversion of pine forest to deciduous forest.

6.1.1. Creeks

The water system will experience radical changes
within this Casco. The main problem for droughts
either local or large scale is the draining capacity of
the water system. Farmers demand dry soil right after
winter, and to do so, the whole system has been
intensified for the single purpose of drainage. Within
the Casco, the water system will have a meandering
flow, with a higher water level (fig 6.1.1a, 2). By
doing so, more water can be stored. Furthermore, the
natural beauty of the creeks which will be attractive
to both wildlife and men. The region becomes more
attractive which is beneficial for the regional economy.
Disadvantages of these meanders are the lower ability
to drain water during peak discharges. Furthermore,
due to the higher water table in the rivers, the
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water table in adjacent plots also rises resulting in
the need for different agricultural practices. To
keep the draining quality of the landscape, the old
creek will be implemented as a drainage channel (2)
that will start to flow during precipitation surpluses
(Jansen et al., 1994). By doing so, together with the
implementation of local short-term inundation areas,
results in a robust system that is able to cope with
both drought and peak discharges. Peak discharges
that need to be stored in inundation areas will – with
the use of pumps - be drained away when the system
is capable to deal with more water. Due to the system
still being able to drain, this will never take long.

Germany. By doing so, together with the streams, a
valuable ecological network is established between
the Netherlands and Germany which can result in
across migration of animals such as wolves and deer.

6.1.2. The Agro Forest

Due to national incentive to become more energy
neutral, and take distance from fossil fuels, within
the Casco the demand for energy in this region will
be covered. To do so, either massive amounts of solar
panels or bio-fuels are needed. Whilst this would lay
too much pressure on the spatial arrangements in
the region, within this study wind-turbines are used.
Whilst wind-turbines usually stand for unattractive
and unwanted elements within the landscape, they
have been paced in such a way they are hidden from
view by placing them within ascending structures.

Within the Casco, a large sand ridge is situated.
The groundwater level on these ridges is very low,
resulting in difficulties for crop growth. Water
needs to be pumped up from deep aquifer layers.
Although a large surface of the ridge is already
planted with forest, some parts are not. In addition,
most of this forest consists of pine trees that
consume more water during the full year. These
trees are less sustainable and provide habitat to less
species than deciduous forests do. Furthermore,
deciduous forests have a higher aesthetical value.
In the Casco, it is proposed to convert the forest
to deciduous oak-beech forests (fig 6.1.1a, 3), and
to extend the forest to cover the full range of the
sand ridge (2). This forest can be used for woodproduction but will also fungate as an ecological
connection between Drenthe, and at the south tip
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Because the sand ridge is a natural, very dry
habitat, preventive measures need to be taken
in case of fires. Therefore, the forest is equipped
with large scale fire-breaks that both fungate as
a barrier for fire, but also provide space for access
and crossing roads. On top of that, these fire
breaks will show old lines within the landscape. In
chapter 7, the forest is explained more detailed.

6.
6.1.1. Landscape “sponges”

In the eastern part of the new Casco, the water
system will be fed by infiltration (fig 6.1.1a 4). To
do so, new landscape “sponges” are suggested.
These sponges fungate as water buffers that slowly
give back the water to both groundwater and
surface water. Also, these areas will provide flood
prevention. They can be used as retention areas
in case of peak discharges. Dependent on their
location and the state of soil/moisture, different
types of water buffering habitats will be designed.
Whilst parts of the high sand-landscape consisted
of peat bogs, some of those will be restored. This
depends on the location and if water/soil conditions
are acid enough. The restoration of these peat areas
have many significant advantages. First, the storage
capacity for water is increased. Peat areas are very
well capable of dealing with floods and can slowly
give water to their surroundings. Furthermore,
according to Smolders et al. (2013) habitats that are
scarce in the Netherlands will be restored which is
good for endangered flora and fauna (e.g. Sphagnum
moss, mouse ear hawkweed, several species of
butterfly and dragonfly, European adder). Also,
within those peat areas, large amounts of CO² can be
stored which has positive effects on CO² emissions.
Whenever possible, the landscape “sponges” will
become recovered peat landscapes. If not possible,
marshes with reed and cattail can be implemented.
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Figure 6.1.1.a Low dynamic features of the Drought Resilience Casco
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6.2.

MEDIUM DYNAMICS

The agricultural sector will need adapt to new
circumstances, either due to climate change, or
due to new regulations. Therefore, also in this
Casco, changes are needed. By using a framework
of natural systems, such as the water system and
agro-forest sector, the natural system services will
help the agricultural branch to provide with water
and insects that are thriving in those areas. Within
the pockets of the framework, the agricultural
sector can keep practicing their profession the way
they are used to. However, at those places where
the low dynamic functions meet de high dynamic
functions changes are needed. Within or close
to nature reserves and the creeks, a new form of
nature-based agriculture will need to be developed.
Agriculture will start to play a key role in both
preserving nature and generating a new economic
branch in the sector. The sector will help maintaining
the nature reserves and will grow different crops and
have different life stock. In that way, both systems
become mutually beneficial. Within this thesis, those
places are called the Medium Dynamic elements of
the landscape. These medium dynamic elements
only appear in places where this is needed. Thus at
the transition between nature and contemporary
agriculture, and between city edges and landscape.

6.2.1. Agriculture in the east

In the eastern part of the new Casco, infiltration
of water is key. Therefore, new nature-based
agriculture will exist in those areas (fig 6.2.1.a, 1).
Farmers will have the chance, next to performing
their profession, to become nature managers. By
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6.2.2. Agriculture next to stream
doing so, they contribute to both healthy ecosystems, and profitable crops. The eco-system
services provide grazing grounds for water resistant
cattle, and crops that can be harvested (1). Within
these areas, peat forming systems will provide
crops such as cat-tail, reed and sphagnum moss.
A more detailed description is given in chapter 7.
Furthermore, all plots in the east will start draining
their water into these new nature-based agriculture
areas. Crops that can be grown on those plots
are low water consuming crops such as grass
and or heather. By reducing the amount of water
consuming crops, less water is needed during drier
times, and more water can be guided towards the
new, and wetter nature-based agriculture plots.
Also, forest needs to be reduced in this area.
Forests that still exist will be transformed into lower
consuming nature habitats such as grasslands and
heather lands. By doing so, the current heather
lands will be extended, leading to both beauty and
more stable habitats for the native flora and fauna.
Although forests will need to disappear as much
as possible, landscape elements such as lanes and
hedgerows/tree rows will be preserved. They are part
of the identity of the landscape and do not only have
aesthetical value, but also ecological values. Many
animals guide their ways through these elements. Using
these characteristic lines in the landscape, will increase
the intention to visit these places, which makes ecotourism and/or other forms of recreation more plausible.
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Close to the stream valleys, the agricultural sector
also encounters changes. Whilst creeks will meander
again, and the water levels in these creeks will be
risen, the plots close to these creeks will become
wetter, resulting in issues for farmers. Farmers will
need to produce other crops and can access their
lands later with large machinery such as tractors.
However, this change also provides opportunity.
Whilst changes in the agricultural sector are
inevitable, the Casco provides both chance and
space for these changes (fig 6.2.1.a). New wet
forms of agriculture are thus implemented within
the Casco (2). To reduce floods vulnerability in
those areas, inundation areas are designed where
grass is grown for grazing/feeding purposes. (3)
Close to the rivers, plots will become wetter. Farmers
will need to wait for dryer grounds to enter their
fields. To reduce this, winter crops can be planted
that serve as a natural fertilizer for the soil. Not only
will they fertilize the soil, by ploughing them, the
soils’ structure will improve, resulting in better crop
yield. These high value crops, such as Miscanthus
Giganteus (also good for CO² intake and nitrates),
and Cattail (Typha latifolia) are fast growing crops
with several uses. Several berries can also be planted
in wet circumstances and allow even occasional
flooding. For example, the new “super-fruit” of
Aronia melanocarpa. By making use of the right
crops, using the ecosystem services provided by the
stream and using green fertilizers, new products
from the region can be sold with an ecological label.

6.
6.2.3. City edges

3

Within this Casco, the city edges have been
surrounded by medium dynamic frameworks (Figure
6.2.1.a, 4/5). Within the region, expansion trends
within municipalities are low and even expected
to come to a stop in 2025. However, according to
the Province of Gelderland (2019) the demand for
small housing, preferably energy neutral, is growing.
The demand for farmhouses and large properties
is low, and thus if expansion should happen, this
needs to be done with small housing. The new
landscape Casco tries to beautify and improve the
landscape. By doing so, chances are that the region
experiences growth which must be dealt with.
City edges therefore are surrounded with medium
dynamic elements that suit the landscape and the
low dynamic framework. For these medium dynamic
frameworks, the location within the landscape is
important. For example, in Doetinchem, the agroforest
and meander come close to the city edge. To create a
transition zone, a parklike edge (4) is created in which
meander, city and forest (5) come together. Within
this parklike structure, small urban sprawl can take
place. Complementing all structures and generating
a city edge that can be used by the citizens. Similar
approaches are used in the other towns/cities within
the region. E.g. for Lichtenvoorde the city edge
fungates both as a peak discharge gully (6) that
connects to the landscape “sponges” of this high
sand-landscape as well as a linear park for citizens.
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Figure 6.2.1.a Medium dynamic features of the Drought Resilience Casco
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6.3.

HIGH DYNAMICS

3

Within the Casco, still enough high dynamic plots
remain (fig 6.3.a. 1). These plots mostly consist of
contemporary agriculture and urban structures.
Within those regions, fast developments can take
place. By creating this division, all land-use processes
can co-exist with low dynamic systems. By giving them
both space in the landscape, land-use might change
but the landscapes’ identity stays. With the use of
the strong framework for low and medium dynamic
systems, the spine of the landscape will stay intact.
New high dynamic elements are concentrated close
or within the new agroforest and cities. By doing so,
they do not intervene with the landscapes’ beauty.
Most new high dynamic features, such as the new
wind turbines (2); the new small-scale housing (3);
and the new route (4) and logging companies (5).
Although wind turbines are very high, when
placed within a forest, they become part of
the horizon. From a close distance they cannot
be seen due to the canopy of trees. From afar,
the wind turbines form clear lines within the
landscape, highlighting old parcellation structures.
Also, the logging companies are included within the
forest, their storage cannot be seen which will not
harm the landscape identity. Furthermore, small scale
housing projects are fitted within the Casco close to
current urban sprawl and/or within the forest. By doing
so, the agroforest becomes a major influence for the
identity of the landscape. It can make sure that new
high dynamic elements stay hidden (appendix 1/2)
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Figure 6.3.1.a High dynamic features of the Drought Resilience Casco
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6.
6.4. CASCO IN 3D
In figure 6.4.a, three different principles are shown of the new creek system.
As the creek system runs through the landscape, shape, width and variety
change according to both the landscapes’ elevation and typology. The first is a
prototype for the creeks running through the agricultural landscape. The total
floodplain (light green) is rather small. The creek runs close to farms and plots
surrounding the creeks become wetter resulting in different crop production.
The second prototype shows the creeks running trough the landscape
where inundation areas can/must exist. More room is needed for the
floodplain and some surrounding plots, dependent on elevation support
water storage during peak discharges. The last prototype shows the river
running close to towns and/or new housing. The creeks’ floodplain is smaller
but still gives a natural impression. People living close to the creeks can
make use of the natural beauty the new creek offers by foot and/or bike.
The full stream valley is open to ecotourism and/or small-scale recreation.
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Figure 6.4.a. 3D sections of the new meandering creek
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The 3D sections in figure 6.4.b. show the options for the water buffering and
nature-based agriculture in the eastern part of the Casco. Section one shows an area
where peat can be formed. To do so, large water bodies surrounding the plots are
needed to filter excess nutrients. Within the area, extensive farming can take place
with life stock suitable for wet conditions (e.g. water buffalo and old pig breeds).
This nature-based agriculture means that there is no fertilizing and the farmer
also manages the peat forming plots. By doing so, biodiversity will increase, more
CO²will be stored, and benefits will be seen on both sides (agriculture and nature).
Section two shows a variety where a large amount of the landscape is used to
produce cattail and/or reed. Fast growing crops that can fulfil multiple functions
such as building materials, isolation materials, life stock food and bio-energy (van
Duursen & Nieuwenhuijs 2016). Within those areas, also extensive production
with life stock can take place. By doing the abovementioned, the water storage
capacity is increased, and water will be released to groundwater levels slowly.
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Figure 6.4.b. 3D sections of the landscape “sponges”
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1

In figure 6.4.c three prototypes for the agroforest are shown. The first
sections shows the interaction between creeks and forest. As the forest will
need fire-breaks, the river can fungate as one. Furthermore, by contrasting
those two landscape elements, an interesting forest edge will develop.
The second section shows the places where wind-turbines will be installed in
the new agroforest. These wind turbines will be placed in such a way they play
no significant role in horizon pollution. (see appendix 01) They are installed
connected to the fire-breaks and maintenance roads. Due to the wind-turbines
being 120 m high, the forest does not affect wind directions and/or speed.
The last section shows a general firebreak connected to an access road for both
the logging industry and private properties. All firebreaks have been designed
in such a way they highlight old scenic lines. Furthermore, by making them 25
m wide, they give an interesting contrast with the forest. Also noticeable are
the height differences of the trees which is a result of planting and logging.
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Figure 6.4.c. 3D sections of the prototypes in the agroforest
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in the two sections in figure 6.4.d, two different forms of city edges
are shown. The first section shows a transition zone between urbanity
and the agroforest. The forest is allowed to creep towards the city, and
small-scale city expansion can take place in this transition zone resulting
in a park-like structure with trees and some buildings. This situation is
similar where creeks pass cities, trees are then replaced with meadows.
The second prototype shows a rather specific city edge in Lichtenvoorde. Whilst
in the east drainage is reduced, flood prevention for towns is needed. Therefore,
the city edge of Lichtenvoorde is highlighted by a peak discharge gully. This
gully can transport excess water to the water buffers, and fungates as a public
park. In these ways, city edges become more vibrant but also steer expansion.
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Figure 6.4.d. 3D sections of the prototypes for city edges
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6.
6.5.

CONCLUSIONS

The abovementioned Casco provides an answer
to the problems that are relevant in the case study
area. It provides a clear large-scale vision, in which
large scale systems are redeveloped in such a way
they can cope with the contemporary problems as
well as the contemporary land-use practices. Within
the Casco, different stakes are taken in account
whilst developing the new water system. The largest
problem is the pressure on economic growth and the
intensification of the agricultural sector. However,
for this sector to thrive, the provided Casco is also
needed. Water scarcity also affects this sector which
makes relevant especially for the agricultural sector.
The main system that is provided in the Casco exists of
a blue-green network that increases the landscapes’
resilience. To implement such radical change, support
needs to be generated. Therefore, the Casco provides
new forms of agriculture and energy that can support
economic growth. This is a very important aspect of the
Casco whereas without thoughts on economy, and
just adjusting the landscape in a way that is profitable
for nature and ecology, the support of the Casco
would be very low. In time, the benefits for farmers
with this Casco will also generate support within
the agricultural sector. As another positive aspect
of the Casco, with its large amounts of trees and its
new peatlands/marshes, it can store large amounts
of CO². Also, high trees filter nitrates from the air.

Whilst the Aim of the Casco is to provide a beautiful
landscape that is both productive and biodiverse,
the attractiveness of the landscape will increase. The
landscape will become more diverse in how it looks,
and the landscape identity will increase. Therefore,
this landscape will increase in popularity. If this leads
to urban expansion, those expansions are given
steering by the medium-dynamic components in the
Casco. These medium dynamic components make
sure that there is a transition zone between high
and low dynamic systems. By doing so, two strong
features of the landscape will not intervene with each
other, making the structure of the landscape even
stronger. By introducing such a medium dynamic
element, in contrast to what Kerkstra & Vrijlandt
(1988) say, the low and high dynamic elements are
given a stronger position in the landscape. This new
zone does not fade out the differences of those two,
but makes sure they stay different. The stronger
the Casco is, the stronger will the landscape be.

Furthermore, the Casco can only give a clear vision with
large structural plans. Therefore, the Casco needs to
be elaborated upon before implementation. Aspects
within the Casco should be evaluated on feasibility
and financial impact. More detailed designs are
needed to make clear in what way and how the Casco
should be implemented. For example, further research
does not support a marsh in one of the designated
locations. In that case, a new, location specific and
more detailed design needs to be made. The design
however should be implemented in such a way, the
general idea and structure of the Casco stays intact.
To elaborate in this, two more detailed designs are
made and shown in chapter 7. One including a part of
the new meandering creeks and the agroforest, the
other an example of the water buffer “sponges” in
which is clearly shown that peat cannot be established
everywhere. Overall the detailed designs propose to
elaborate upon the Casco in a most corresponding way.

The issue with the Casco might be the radical change
that it presents. Radical change in a landscape
that has had centuries of development and thus
history, is a slow and painful process. Therefore,
the Casco should be implemented in manageable
steps. First some pilot studies should be done before
implementing the full Casco. This will generate
support and will show the benefits that the Casco
can provide to all users within the landscape.

The Drought Resilience Casco
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7.1. THE AGRO-FOREST
The agroforest is an important structure within the
Casco. Whereas it makes up an important part of the
blue green network, a more detailed visualisation is
needed. To cover the several aspects that can be found
in and surrounding the agroforest, a site is chosen in
which the forest, some new housing development,
the creek and the wind turbines come together.

7.1.1. FOREST

The forest will mostly be a production forest which
has ecological and recreational advantages. The
forest, as said previously, will mainly consist of an
Oak-Beech community that fits the edaphological
and hydrological circumstances at the sand ridge.
Meaning that the sand ridge is mostly consisting
of cover sands in which, with some help of organic
matter, oak and beech trees can thrive. This organic
matter is already available either by older forests, or
the old agricultural system. Furthermore, trees are
much more able to collect water from deeper layers
where arable crops cannot. By doing so, pumping
water towards the surface is not needed anymore.
Groundwater levels are less disturbed in that way and
in combination with the new water system, can even be
restored. The forest is made out of large-scale patches
to increase its efficiency and economic position.
Even though the forest will be productive, trees
still need approximately 50-70 years to reach
adulthood, the phase in which they will be felled.
In that case, immediate replanting starts which will
make a circular system of younger woodlands and
older woodlands. This variety of density and age is
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Legend

again good for biodiversity. Simulating these natural
plant communities and logging for rejuvenation is
both spatially interesting and profitable. It will also
make up for the mathematical shapes in which the
forest is organised (fig 7.1.1.a). The shapes serve the
forests’ productivity and highlight the landscapes
scenery and old lines. By creating this forest on
the sand ridge, this ridge is also accentuated.
Another method to accentuate the scenery within
the landscape are the firebreaks. These firebreaks
are needed due to the dry circumstances on the sand
ridge to prevent wildfires from spreading throughout
the forest. Connected to these firebreaks are the
access roads and maintenance roads that fungate
within the infrastructure network. The main roads
within the forest provide enough room for large
logging trucks and machines to move through the
forest. Close to these roads, and within the forest
patches, covered from view are the storage barns
for the logging companies. This positioning has two
advantages. First, the rather large barns (10*40m)
are hidden from view. A simple calculation (appendix
4) makes clear that for the full 1462 ha, 10 storage
buildings of 25*80m are needed. These buildings,
being pretty big, will unlikely be beneficial for the
landscape identity and thus are hidden within the
forest. Second, the logging industry can store logs
close to the cultivation grounds which makes transport
less intensive. By adding a large amount of forest, the
producion of wood becomes also beneficial to CO²
storage. Wood can store large mounts of CO², and by
replanting the forest, more and more CO² is filtered.
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Figure 7.1.1.a. Site design agroforest with clear structured
plots and the meandering creek in the east.
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Other positive aspects of the new agroforest, besides
a constant production of wood and decrease in
deep groundwater pumping are its ecological
values. As the agroforest spreads across the whole
ridge, from north to west, the forest becomes
an important corridor between the Netherlands
and Germany. This corridor is of high importance
for large wildlife such as deer and even wolves.
Within the forest, also renewable energy will be
made. Although in the Netherlands it is an unseen
practice to built wind turbines in forests, in Germany
it is a well-known way of providing energy. In the
Netherlands, in the Robbenbos North Holland, the
first wind turbines in forest will be constructed.
As the forest blocks the view from at close range
towards the wind-turbines, the turbines are
hard to spot through the canopy. Further in the
landscape, the landscape is packed with lanes and
hedgerows that also block the view towards these
turbines. By making them appr. 120m high, the
turbines can generate energy without dealing with
changing wind directions due to the forest. From
afar the turbines might be spotted but will then be
part of the horizon and show the landscape lines.
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Figure 7.1.1.b shows some sections throughout the
agrofrest. Section D-D’ shows on of the firebreaks
in which a wind turbine is situated. By placing the
windturbines in these firebreaks, an interesting effect
of scale takes place. Forests usually make humans feel
tiny, however in comparison with these gigantic wind
turbines, even te foerst seems tiny. The windturbines
can only be seen in the firebreaks, or from a large
distance due to the canopy of the trees (appendix 3).
The second section (E-E) shows a regular firebreak.
In order to create a transition zone between the
trunks of the trees and the openess of the firebreak,
a zone of low srublike vegetation and small trees is
implemented. The regular dimensions of a firebreak
are 50m of which 30 meters is transition vegetation
with a low density and 20m low vegetation
and the access road. If only low vegetation was
used, more space would be required for this low
vegetation in stead of shurbs. Therefore, the
openess of the firebreak would have been bigger.
The third section C-C’ shows the logging barns. These
barns are hidden from view within the forest so they
do not disturb the landscapes’ beauty. Aslo, nois
from the industry is partly diffused. In the section,
it is easy to see the massive size of the storage
barns and why they should be hidden from view.
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Figure 7.1.1.c. Visual representation of wind turbines in
forest. retrieved from: https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/
wind-turbines-and-forest
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Section D-D', Forest section firebreak with wind turbine, 1-1000
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Firebreak

Wind turbine

Access road
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Agroforest

E-E',

Agroforest

Forest

Firebreak
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Access road
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Firebreak

firebreak,

1-1000

Agroforest

Section C-C' Forest section logging storage and company terrain 1-1000

Agroforest

Firebreak Access road

Storage barn

Access road
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Access road

Storage barn
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Figure 7.1.1.b. Forest sections of: 1, firebreak with wind turbines; 2, regular firebreak; 3, logging storage
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7.1.2. CREEKS
In figure 7.1.2.a, a more detailed plan of the new
landscape meanders is shown. The importance
for meandering is the storage of water and the
delayed drainage towards the larger rivers. In
order to make sure floods cannot affect too large
areas, the draining capacity of the old creek is not
destroyed but merely reduced. By doing so, in times
of peak discharges, the old creek can also start to
flow, resulting in a higher drainage capacity. How
to do this is shown in figure 7.1.2.c on page 79.
The stream valley of the creeks is broadened
everywhere possible and wild growth of shrubs and
trees is stimulated to generate a more natural look.
In order to store as much water as possible, the water
level in the creeks will become higher, resulting in
a higher water table in the adjacent plots. Farmers
will need to produce other crops that can cope with
these wetter circumstances at some places even
occasional floods. Several high valuable crops can
be produced in those areas. Crops that are suitable
are for instance Miscanthus, Aronia and Typha.
Within these plots, biodiversity is also enhanced by
restoring the hedgerows that were once numerous in
the area. To increase the incentive to do so, subsidies
can be generated. By doing so, the landscapes’
beauty and identity will be enhanced, which leads
to an increase in eco-tourism of which farmers
can also benefit by creating places to spend the
night and thus broaden their profitable activities.

’

A-A

’

B-B

Legend

Figure 7.1.2.a Site design new creek landscape
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The sections below show the spatial arrangements
of the new meandering creeks. As said previously,
the meander will become the main stream with the
old creek used for drainage purposes during peak
discharges. By doing so, the system can handle more
water than if only the meander would be created.

The rather small floodplain of the meanders will
become slightly broader and planted with site specific
shrubs and trees such as willow, hawthorn and alders.
In that way, the stream valley gets back its natural
appearance. Farmers that produce crops adjacent to
the new stream will need to redevelop their strategies

and start growing crops more resilient to higher water
tables. This will, together with the implementation
of hedgerows, result in a varied landscape that is
still economically strong, but also takes in account
the beneficial factors that nature can offer.

Section A-A' Meandering creek system 01, 1-1000

Nature based agriculture

Meander
stream valley

Peak discharge
gully

Nature based agriculture

Road and
lane

Section B-B' Meandering creek system with small inundation area, 1-1000

Nature based agriculture

Small inundation area

Peak discharge
gully
stream valley

Meander

Road and
lane

Nature based agriculture

Figure 7.1.2.b Creek sections
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in figure 7.1.2.c the conversion of the creeks
within the Casco can be seen. The conversion
will be explained with a step by step approach.
1. The first section shows the current state of the
creeks within the case study. Creeks have a very
small flow-profile. Water tables are kept low
artificially and close to the only purpose these
creeks have is drainage of the surrounding
lands. This results in both problems during peak
discharges, and during periods of a shortage
in precipitation. Even though the creeks are
well able to drain water away, they cannot
process the large amounts of water during very
heavy rainfall, or only move flood problems
to the east. Adjacent plots produce crops in
a very intensive way, leading to eutrophic
circumstances and a very disadvantageous
conditions for nature development. Moreover,
the creeks have a rather boring appearance and
do not fit the picturesque look of the landscape.
2. The first step in creating the new meander is to
expropriate the space needed. After that, the
new meander, according to the landscapes’
typology can be excavated. This new meander will
become the main stream and thus an important
landscape feature. The excavated soil can partially
be used to fill up the old stream whilst the old
stream should not flow constantly. Also, barriers
towards the old stream can be made. Excess
soil needs to be abducted. During this step, it is
important to take in account that the water table
of the new creek will be higher, and thus the
plots surrounding the creeks will become wetter.
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3. The third section shows the fully-grown stage
of the new creek. Plants will make sure the
creek gets its deserved natural look which
makes it both inviting and gives advantages to
biodiversity. Crops in the surrounding region
should be adapted to higher water tables. To
make sure the second or third plot adjacent
- depending on the areas' topography - to the
stream has the regular water table again, water
levels in ditches will be coordinated in such a way
that a maximum of three plots from the creeks
will be wetter. Arable plots next to that will have
the same water table as before implementation.
4. The fourth section shows the stream valley being
fully used. At that point, the whole width of
the possible stream valley (being the room that
can/needs to be abducted from private owners)
starts to flow with the creek. At this point,
also the old creek starts to flow, and it can be
decided to open up inundation areas if needed.
by
can
The
is

making use of this system, more water
be stored, and floods can be prevented.
system will become more resilient, which
precisely something the region needs.
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Figure 7.1.2.c. schemetic representation of the creek development
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7.1.3. SMALL SCALE HOUSING

’

G-G

’

F-F

As said previously, some small-scale housing is still
needed within the study area. Within the forest, one
of the small housing projects could take place. To
elaborate on this, a visualisation of how this could work
and look like is given in this design. Current trends for
new housing are to build in a community like structure,
which will also be implemented in this design.
To create a natural look, the housing will be situated
in one of the old heather fields that were common
during the first large scale human cultivations. The
heather field will be expanded so it can accommodate
a community of 82 houses. The houses will have
different dimensions in order to create a community
with different levels of income and/or spatial needs.
Additional benefits are a varied appearance and
larger support for the housing. In order to create a
clear boundary between the natural environment
and the housing development, a water gully is
constructed surrounding the development site. This
gully provides an interesting boundary and between
garden and heather field, and moreover gives a
natural impression to the gardens. By creating such a
community-like hub, a typical small historical town is
recreated in a contemporary way. A unique location
to live in, within a beautiful landscape with identity.
Another interesting and unique value of situating the
housing development within the forest is seeing the
logging dynamics. Horizons change when parcels
are chopped down. Young plants will return and so
will different animal species. This whole process can
be seen when living in this small sand-ridge town.
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1

Figure 7.1.3.a Site design small scale housing development within forest
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1
in the first visualization, a bird eyes view is shown
of how the forest-community could look like. The
community shape is generated by the situation of
the plots. All front doors are situated towards a
communal square. and all backyards generate some
private comfort. By generating a border between
the natural environment with the use of water, the
housing development is simulated to be higher in
the landscape, which simulates historical towns.
People living in the new housing development will
easily be in touch with the natural environment.
Nature can be found a full 360 degrees around. To
manage the heather fields, sheep will graze around
the area. In that way, vegetation is kept short. New
young forest vegetation will be cut away to give
the community an open and inviting appearance.

Figure 7.1.3.b Bird eyes view over the housing development

2

The second visualization gives a view into what
the visitor experiences when walking through the
area. an incredible contrast in open and closed
structures can be seen between the forest, the
heather landscape and the community. Further in
the horizon, the wind turbines can be seen which
links the new community to the energy neutral
component to which it is created. People living in the
houses will experience wildlife from their own home
and can enjoy a season round nature experience.

Figure 7.1.3.c Visualization of walkers view towards housing development
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In the sections of this page, the spatial arrangements
of the new housing development within the forest is
visualized. The sequence of mass and openess is an
important aspect of the area. On all sides, forest encloses
the heather field, which gives an embracing feeling.

nature is key in this area, and therefore paths
and roads are kept to a minimum. The only
roads going through the area are access roads
that are needed to get to the houses or to be
connected to towns in the neighbourhood.

In the open heather field, some small trees such
as Amelanchier (serviceberry) and Betula (birch)
create a playful and natural character. Housing
will predominantly be made of wood and bricks,
to strengthen the connection with nature.

Cross-section F-F' New housing development, forest community 1-1000

Agroforest

heatherfield

Natural pond

heatherfield

Footpath

heatherfield

Watergully

New housing
development

Cross-section G-G' New housing development, forest community 1-1000

Heather field

Road
Lane

Figure 7.1.3.d. Sections of housing development
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7.2.

LANDSCAPE SPONGE

As the creation of new sponge effect within the
landscape is a main part of the water system,
and thus of the Casco, a more detailed design
will be proposed for one of those areas. As these
sponges are most effective high in the landscape,
due to their ability to slowly release water to the
groundwater, they are situated in the eastern part of
the Case study area. Within this area, still some peat
remnants can be found. Historically, peat swamps
were formed in this area. Although peat should
not become dry, it can store rather large amounts
of rainwater and slowly let it seep within the soil.

7.2.1. Peat in high-sand landscapes
As said, historically peat landscapes in the high sand
soils where very common (Berendsen, 2004). At
those places where water stalled in the landscape,
peat started to form (Andriesse, 1988) due to acid
circumstances and an absence of enough oxygen in
these waters to allow plant-material to decompose
(fig. 7.2.1.a). After a while, the peat layers start to grow
by making use of the peat mosses ability to store up
to 90% water of its weight. At that point, peat starts
to grow higher than its surroundings (fig. 7.2.1.a)
Due to pressure on the landscape in the agricultural
sector, men started to cultivate those lands, resulting
in a nationwide destruction of peat landscapes.
Today, not much exists of these landscapes.
Whilst peat landscapes have great advantages
for ecology, hydrology and climate change, now
its time to restore some of the peat landscapes.
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Figure 7.2.1.a Peat formation in high sand landscapes, raised bog system (Andriesse, 1988)

Problems of this destruction are felt within the
agricultural sector due to the loss of all advantages that
peat can generate (fig 7.2.1.b). For instance, peat has
large advantes for biodiversity (Lamers & Smolders,
2017), water storage and CO² storage. By excavating
all this peat, these advantages are lost together with
all supporting ecosystems that are relevant also to
the agricultural sector. Whereas the landscape and
agricultural sector experience problems that could be
countered by for example peat landscapes, it is time to
restore and produce a contemporary peat landscape.
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Figure 7.2.1.b Advantages of peat landscapes (Lamers &
Smolders 2017)

7.
7.2.2. The new peat landscape
The new peat system needs to become much more
complex then historical peat landscapes. Due to the
high pressure that we know nowadays on our landuse practices, soils and water are way to nutritious for
peat to grow. As one of the most important plants
needed for peat growth are peat-mosses. This type
of moss can only thrive in acid, nutrient poor and
very wet circumstances (Hesselink, 2018). To do so,
a combination of a double ditch system, and a flowthrough peat system will be designed. Figure 7.2.2.a
shows the principle of a flow-through peat system
after Jansen, Klimkowska, & Eysink (2013) With this
system, water is pushed through the soil by natural
elevation. By doing so, plants can filer out nutrients.
Calcareous minerals and other harmful minerals to
peat forming circumstances are filtered out through
the soil. Key in this system is that all water bodies
and ditches are unconnected to reduce flow in those
places and force water to move through the soil.
The other system is shown in figure 7.2.2.b. The
double ditch system serves two purposes, First of
all it serves a filtering function for water that comes
in the system. Most water needs to come from the
surrounding landscape, which is still – even after the
implementation of the Casco- intensively used for
agricultural purposes. Due to this, water entering
the system through the inlet is still very nutritious. To
undo this, the double ditch system is implemented.
With this system and the use of filtering plants,
nutrients get filtered through soil and plant intake.
By doing so, the hydrological circumstances become
more mesotrophic which has positive effects on

the peat forming processes. The two systems
only function of the agricultural sector within and
surrounding the peatlands is restricted in the use of
fertilizers. Therefore, especially within the system,
agriculture will need to become nature-based.

Figure 7.2.2.a Schematic representation of flow-through
peat system (Klimkowska & Eysink, 2013)
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Combining those two principles within the design
will lead to acid and nutrient poor circumstances,
ideal for peat development. The design, shown
in figure 7.2.2.c, exists of three different types.

Figure 7.2.2.b Schematic representation of
double ditch system
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The first plots, where water enters the system from
the restored terrace creeks is nutrient rich and needs
to be filtered. Water enters a ditch in which the
first step of filtering takes place. The ditch is packet
with plants that are uncultivated. Within this first
plot, two kinds of agriculture can take place. First of
all, the harvesting of crops such as cattail and reed
can be developed. These crops thrive in nutrient
rich circumstances and can be used for multiple
purposes (see ch. 6.4.). As those crops grow very
fast, especially in nutrient rich water, crops can be
harvested up to two times a year. These crops will
be situated within excavated (30cm) plots within
the area. These plots will have a higher water table
suiting the abovementioned crops. Surrounding
those areas, life stock that can deal with higher water
tables such as water buffalos can graze (ch. 7.3)
In the second part, a similar approach is implemented.
Again, one large ditch filters out excess nutrients
and some plots are excavated. However, this time
excavated plots will be excavated 35cm. In that
way, the water table is higher. Furthermore, water
and soil become less nutritious and more acidic
resulting in different crops. Within those plots,
crops that can be grown vary from cattail/reed to
grasses and ferns that specifically grow in these
circumstances. The plants can be grown dependent
on the location within the area. Surrounding those
plots, extensive life stock farming can take place.
In the last plot, original peat can be grown. Due
to the filtering effect in the first two plots, and
acidic water supply from the sand ridge west of
lichtenvoorde, circumstances are ideal for sphagnum

moss and other peat specific plants. Sphagnum moss
is this important due to its capability to store massive
amounts of water up to 90% of its mass (Jansen,
Klimkowska & Eysink, 2011). By doing so, the peat
can grow higher than its surroundings. In order to
reach those circumstances, plots are excavated 45 cm
to reach the peat remnants and the right water table.
Another problem are nitrates that are transported
through the air. This factor is reduced by the
wooded banks surrounding the peat forming plots.
As large-scale open fields do not fit the landscape
identity, the plots within this region vary in size
and appearance. Furthermore, the wooded banks/
hedgerows that were once numerous will be restored
in this landscape. The landscape becomes varied and
attractive resulting in another source of income being
ecotourism. Due to the various ecological values and
sequence of open fields and hedgerows, walking
networks through the area can be constructed.
Farmers can sell their produce both locally and
on larger scale with an ecological trademark.
This new form of agriculture fits both the landscape
identity, and the new climatic developments within
the region. Water is, due to those new buffers, slowly
released to the groundwaters. Also, the region can
be used as a retention area if needed. Peat and the
different crops that are cultivated are well adaptive to
short periods of inundation. In order to make sure the
farmers and barns stay dry, the excavations are used
to construct the barns upon. To make sure the area
is able to cope with any discharge, a few pumps are
installed to pump water into the Veengoot if needed.
Figure 7.2.2.c. Site design new peat landscape
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7.2.3. The system
To describe the system, a schematic representation,
connected to numbers will be given in this chapter.
The numbers and elements can be found in fig. 7.2.3.a
1. At this point, water is flown into the peat system.
This water comes from the terrace creeks flowing
through the eastern part of the landscape.
Because they flow through an agricultural
landscape, the water is very nutritious and
not acid enough for peat forming processes.
2. The water is first stored in a ditch surrounding
the first filtering plot. This ditch is not connected
to other ditches within the system and thus water
travels through due to the landscapes’ topography
towards the east and the first filtering plots.
3. The first filtering plots are 30cm lower than their
surroundings. By doing so, water naturally seeps
in those areas, where filtering of nutrients can take
place. Crops grown here, such as reed and cattail,
can be harvested for several purposes. By filtering
out nutrients, and flowing through sandy soils, the
water becomes more oligotrophic step by step.
4. Because it is needed to excavate some plots, soil
becomes available. Because the area also fungates
as an inundation area, this soil is used to make new
“essen” (manmade elevations in the landscape
due to use of compost for smalls scale agriculture).
On top of these elevations, the new barns for
water buffalos can be constructed. By doing so,
the farmer is ensured to be dry during inundation.
5. Arrow explaining the groundwater flow. Water
flows through the soil, slowly to the other parcels.
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6. Local water flow through the soil. This
usually exists around the excavated plots
resulting in higher water tables in the plots.
7. Second ditches surrounding the filtering
plots to ensure both water availability
and to add another filtering structure.
8. Second filtering patches. These patches receive
water through groundwater flow and are covered
in a mixture of reed, cattail and grasses that can
grow in less eutrophic conditions. Slowly the
circumstances become more acid and nutrient
poor. From those patches, the water goes
through groundwater flow to the last patches.
9. The last filtering ditch, surrounding the peat
producing plots to filter another part of the nutrients.
10. Peat producing plots. Within these plots, peat
is restored. Main vegetation exists of sphagnum
moss and peat grasses such as sedges and
ericaceous shrubs (heather, Vaccinium). To
ensure these plots of the right hydrological
conditions, the plots will be excavated 40cm.
This soil again is used for elevating purposes.
11. To secure the last filtering and peat producing
plots from a risk of too many nitrates, wooded
banks are constructed covered with oak/
alder/willow/hawthorn and other species to
filter nitrates from the air and prevent them
from entering the peat producing plots.
12. Other important elements in the landscape are
the emergency pumps. These pumps can be used
during inundation periods. Because it is still very
hard to predict exact precipitation, it can happen
that the storage capacity of the area reaches its
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limits. If so, the pumps can be activated to pump
the excess of water into the Veengoot, which in
that case can drain the water to the Ijssel and
other inundation areas within the new Casco.
13. The rest of the area can be used as extensive
grazing grounds. These areas cannot be fertilized
to ensure the filtering effect of the new peat
landscape. If those lands would be fertilized, peat
cannot form in the last plots. Within the grazing
grounds, landscape elements such as parcellation
and wooded banks/hedgerows continue to exist.
The new peat landscape offers several advantages.
First, it can store large amounts of water, which
continuously but slowly are given back to the
groundwater levels. High productive crops such
as reed and cattail can be harvested due to the
continuous inflow of nutrient rich water in the first
part of the system. At the end of the system, clean
water comes out which is a positive advantage as well.
Within the area, water buffalos can graze and
be milked/and used for meat production. High
nutritious products can be sold with an ecological
trademark. The last huge benefit is the ability to store
CO² in the area. To increase economic benefits, the
incentive for these areas, and thus carbon storage,
can be stimulated by subsidies and/or industrial
investments that seek carbon emission rights.
* The system is also explained on page 90 by use of
sections showing the water flow and high differences.
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Figure 7.2.3.a. peat system scheme
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Within the section below and on page 97, the peat
system is explained in a schematic way. In figure 7.2.3.b,
the idea of the flow-through approach is shown.
Due to natural elevation, and the water transporting
ability of sandy soils, the water flows through the soils
to the lower points in the area. By disconnecting all
water elements from each other and creating a water
inlet in the highest part of the area, water needs to
flow through the soil resulting in a filtering effect
of nutrients and calcareous minerals. This filtering
effect is both beneficial for peat forming processes,
and the water quality that comes from the area.
As said previously, the first patches within the system
are of great importance for the filtering capacity of
the area. Whilst reed and cattail take in rather large
amounts of nutrients, and by harvesting those crops,
nutrients are taken away from the water and soils.
Due to natural groundwater flow, the water then

enters the second plots. These plots are covered by
a second amount of filtering plants. Again, water
flows through the soil, now being rather oligotrophic
and acidic, to the last plots. In those plots, peat
formation processes can again be established.
Wet grasslands surrounding the filtering plots can be
used as extensive grazing grounds for water buffalos.
By creating these wet grasslands, and establishing
different types of vegetation throughout the whole
area, the products that are produced, such as
mozzarella, buffalo meat and specific types of crops, a
ecological trademark can be established. Farmers will
contribute to nature restoration which can be translated
to economic margins on their produce. Products can
be sold more locally due to their incentive of being
environment friendly and can be sold at higher prices.

Figure 7.2.3.b. peat system schematic section
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In the sections below, figure 7.2.3.c, the actions
needed to establish the right circumstances for
the new peat system are shown. To create the
right water tables, some plots (the filtering plots)
will need to be excavated. Especially in the last
plot, where peat formation will be established,
the excavation is needed. Not only to ensure
the right water table, but also to reach the peat
remnants that can still be found in the subsoils.
The excavations that are needed to establish the right
water tables can be used to elevate places that need
to stay dry even during inundation of the whole area.
Although water buffalos are well adapted to life on
wet soils and even swamps, they need some places
to dry up during cold periods. Within the area, also
some new pools will be generated to make sure that
the buffalos can cool down during hot summers.

7.
Water buffalos are an excellent choice in these
areas because they have the ability to graze
in very wet circumstances and are not picky in
what they eat. Other advantages are the high
nutritious milk they produce; the tasty meat they
can produce; easy calving; they live long (up to
25 years); and are docile and intelligent animals
(Cunnane, 2018). Even with low-quality forage,
water buffalos can turn it into high quality produce.
Figure 7.2.3.d. Water buffalos, ideal for wet agriculture. retrieved from: https://www.bndestem.nl/rivierenland/waterbuffelshebben-het-prima-naar-hun-zin-bij-werkendam-ook-met-deze-temperaturen~aa23ed05/

Figure 7.2.3.c. schematic design of interventions needed
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Cross-section A-A' Filtering plots 01, reed/cattail and grazing grounds for water buffalos. 1-2000

Nature based agriculture

Nature based agriculture
Elevated terrain

Filtering ditch
Wooded
bank

Wooded
bank

Plant/soil filter reed/
cattail

Filtering ditch
Wooded
bank

Filtering ditch
Wooded
bank

Cross-section B-B' Filtering plots 03, peat forming sphagnum mosses and sedge grasses. 1-2000

Access road

Filtering ditch
Wooded
bank

Plant/soil filter reed/
sphagnum moss/sedges

Figure 7.2.3.d. Peat system sections (1-1000/1-2000)

Filtering ditch

Nature based agriculture Filtering ditch
Wooded
Wooded
bank
bank

Nature based agriculture
Wooded
bank

The sections in figure 7.2.3.d. give an representation of
the spatial arrangements within the new peat system (or
water buffer). The most important spatial aspects are
the wooded banks that follow the old plotstructures.
These rows of trees and shrubs form clear lines within
the area and bring back the landscapes' identity.
Further important spatial elements are the elevated
areas on which the barns and milking houses
stand. These elevated areas make sure that the
barns stay dry during inundation of the area.
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Filtering ditch

Plant/soil filter reed/
sphagnum moss/sedges

Filtering ditch

The whole area is surrounded by roads, covered
with tree lanes. These lanes form a natural
edge around the area making the border
visible. Both the lanes and wooded banks form
elements for navigation through the area.

W
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7.
Section C-C' Filtering plots 01, read-cattail. 1-1000

Nature based
agriculture

Nature based agriculture

Plant/soil filter reed/
cattail

Filtering ditch

Elevated terrain

Wooded
bank

Access road

Wooded
bank

Nature based agriculture
Wooded
bank

Nature based agriculture

Wooded
bank

Section D-D' Filtering plots 02, read-cattail and sphagnum. 1-1000

Elevated terrain

Filtering ditch Access road

Plant/soil filter
Nature based agriculture

Filtering ditch

Plant/soil filter
Water reservoir

Plant/soil filter
Water reservoir

B-B'

Wooded
bank

D-D'

Wooded
bank

A-A'

C-C'
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Figure 7.2.3.f. View from the barns on the elevated areas.

In figure 7.2.3.e-h, several visualizations are shown
of the new peat system area. The images clearly
show that although a natural peat area usually
has few similarities with contemporary agricultural
practices, the new peat area will be designed in
such a way these landscape typologies are not lost.
In visualization 7.2.3.e. a visitor oversees the area
from one of the higher grounds in the area. On these
elevated plots, the barns are situated and the farmer
practices most of the job aspects on that site. Within
the barns, water buffalos can come to rest and
can dry up after swimming or during cold winters.
The barns also provide place to milk the buffalos.
The mozzarella cheese will be produced within the
region and meat shall also be produced locally.
Figure 7.2.3.e. Birds eye perspective of new peat sponge
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7.
Figure 7.2.3.g. and 7.2.3.h. give a perspective
of walking through the area. The first gives an
impression of the wet grass habitat where the
water buffalos can graze. A nice atmosphere with
flowers and fog during sunrise. Whilst the water
buffalos are very docile and intelligent animals,
visitors are allowed to walk amongst them.
In the latter, a representation of the third filtering
plot is given. In this plot peat is formed, resulting in
an overall more brown-green scenery. Visitors can
visit the area by wooded paths going through the
area. Peat will be seen as a beautiful aspect of the
area where nature and agriculture can work together
in creating a diverse and beautiful landscape.

Figure 7.2.3.g. View on the wet grass landscape

figure 7.2.3.f. shows the cite from a birds’ eye
perspective. Clearly shown are the historical scenic
lines and hedgerows that continue to exist within
the new natural environment. Not only does this
complement the biodiversity on the site, but it also
keeps the landscapes' identity intact. The wooded
banks also provide some enclosed feeling and prevent
the peat area to become a large open field. This
would not fit the area situated in the Achterhoek.
Lanes serve as a boundary around the new peat
area making it clear where the area starts and ends.
Also, the elevated barns and the large amount of
water structures can be seen easily from above.

Figure 7.2.3.h. View of the new landscape " sponge", the peat area
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7.5. CONCLUSIONS
Within this chapter, the site designs for three
specific places have been visualized. The site designs
show some core ideas from the Casco in a further
developed state. By making use of more detailed
designs, the Casco becomes more readable and
feasible. On site design level, the landscapes' identity
can also be designed in a clearer way. Small landscape
elements allow to show the landscapes' history.

Impact of site design agroforest

For the agroforest, the major impacts are spatially and
ecologically. As the forest is supposed to cover the full
sand-ridge, the spatial impact is large. A consecutive
forest this large is rather unique in the Netherlands,
making the new agroforest a probable eco-tourism
site. The forest can be used for walking/biking and
wildlife tourism. Due to it being connected to Germany,
wildlife can easily migrate between the two countries.
To create a sequence of enclosed and open spaces,
and to prevent wildfires from happening, firebreaks
have been added to the forest. These firebreaks
also highlight scenery lines in the landscape.
Furthermore, accessibility is increased due to the
access roads that are connected to the firebreaks.
As the forest exists of mostly oak and beech trees,
the wood produced in the forest is of high quality
and value. The logging industry can generate a
stable income, and farmers of whom the land
needs to be used for the agroforest can sell or rent
their property giving them a stable income. On
top of that, the forest takes in CO² from the air
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which is stored in the wood. This gives a positive
effect on emission rates in the region and country.
The agroforest thus becomes an economic and
ecological connector between human and landscape.

Impact of site design creek

The creek design mostly affects the storage capacity of
the area. Meandering creeks can store more water in
the landscape, and therefore need to be implemented
in the drought resilience Casco. To ensure the
drainage capacity during peak discharges is kept,
the old creek will be kept as a peak discharge gully.

Impact of site design landscape sponge

The landscape sponge will have a large spatial
impact. The new landscape sponge will increase the
landscapes variety by introducing new habitats and
more wooded banks. Habitats differ from reed/cattail/
willow populations to a peat swamp where sphagnum
moss and peat grasses (sedge) form new layers of peat.
The major advantages of this design are the increase
in biodiversity, the storage of water, the storage of
carbon dioxide and the increase of landscape identity.

The creeks and stream valley will be planted with
site specific species, giving the region a natural look.
The effect of water storage, and a higher water
table in the creeks, will also affect the adjacent
agricultural lands. Therefore, adaptation measures
are needed. Different crops will need to be produced
resulting in a more varied landscape. By restoring
the old hedgerows/wooded banks, the landscape
gets back its historical and beautiful appearance
which has a positive effect on the landscape
valuation and probable tourism sector in the region.

Furthermore, the sponge creates new forms of
agriculture that are uncommon to the region but
suit it very well. These forms of agriculture, being
wet crop cultivation and the breeding and keeping
of water buffalos. These forms of agriculture, closely
related to crop cultivation and the current life stock,
fir the region very well because they can keep the
landscapes' identity intact or even strengthen it due
to the rescaling of the business. Farmers will become
next to food producers the nature managers for
the region, resulting in products with an ecological
trademark. In current society, this will increase the
incentive to, but goods produced in this region.

The higher water tables also affect the drainage
capacity, which is why inundation areas will
need to increase in size or number. These areas
however will not be inundated for long due to
draining capacity of the peak discharge gully that
is situated alongside the whole creek system.
Spatially this will lead to some challenges due
to the larger area needed for potential floods.

Problems with the site design of the landscape
sponge are the uncertainty of the filtering capability
of the plots, and the supply of harmful nutrients such
as nitrates from the air. Furthermore, the supply of
water in winter needs to be diverted to the landscape
sponges to generate a surplus of water availability in
the area. By doing so, dry periods can be overcome.
The detailed designs thus show the possibilities of
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increasing drought resilience and adding to economic
growth and an increase in the much-needed biodiversity.
Also, landscape identity and historic scenery are
increase, which will lead to higher landscape valuation
and a probable increase in tourism within the region.
The site designs however still leave gaps for further
detailing. Although peat areas were common within
the study area, restoring this landscape type, is rather
complicated. While the agricultural sector benefits
from high nutrient levels, peat and most other natural
systems do not. Therefore, further research is needed
on the impact of nutrients in specific sites. Even though
the flow-through peat system has been developed in
other areas, it should be implemented site specific.
Also, the creek valley and forest will need some
detailed research to what extend they can be
implemented. Within the creek system, private
property needs to be expropriated, the level of
feasibility falls or stands with the chance of enough
expropriation. For the forest, a shift in land-use
practices is needed. Therefore, incentive needs to be
increased to implement this forest. This can be done by
proving the economic and ecological values that the
forest can generate by testing the model on a smaller
scale before implementing the large-scale agroforest.
Eventually the forest will become profitable, but

the years before the first logging can take place
will need to be bridged with sufficient funds. After
that, ecological and economic benefits will increase.
Another key advantage of the site designs is that
they can also be implemented in different landscape
scenarios. The site designs, based on the Casco,
are designed in a way they can cope with changes.
Resilience has been key in the development of the Casco
and site designs, which make them implementable
in different scenarios. An excess of water, or the
absence of it should be intercepted by the model.
The steering effect of the Casco, has been further
developed in the site designs, resulting in a multi
scale design for landscape resilience. All site designs
are implemented in such a way they take in account
landscape identity, and if possible, restore/improve
it. This is done by adding scenery in the form of
lanes, hedges/wooded banks and an increase in
variety of both land use and appearance. These
implementations will most probably lead to an
increase in the tourism sector within the region,
creating another economic aspect. By redeveloping
the landscape in such a way, it is beneficial to these
aspects, shrinkage in the area will also be reduced.
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8.

CONCLUSIONS
AND DISCUSSION

8. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
8.1. CONCLUDING PARAGRAPH
The new Drought Resilience Casco has shown
that it is possible to generate a new water system
in high sand-landscapes that can also fungate as a
framework for a whole region. By making use of old
methods, generated in the late 20th century, and
adapting it into a contemporary model, focusing
on drought resilience, a 21st century Casco can
be generated that not only steers development,
but also solves several issues the landscape faces.
Therefore, the hypothesis is confirmed, and the
main research question is answered. To reflect
upon all different aspects and questions, in the
next paragraphs, a detailed conclusion is given.

8.1.1. Analysis

According to the analysis, the whole region has dealt
with large scale intensification of the landscape. During
the centuries, the agricultural sector has developed
to become the largest land-user in the region. Even
though the analysis clearly shows the lack of preferable
circumstances, e.g. hydrological, geomorphic and
edaphologic (soil logics), for agriculture, the landscape
has transformed into one large agricultural plot.
This has affected the water system in such a way, the
resilience of it completely vanished making it vulnerable
to floods and recently more and more to droughts.
Especially the summer of 2018 has been a very dry
summer, with creeks and other water bodies running
completely dry, the agricultural sector had to pump up
groundwater to protect the arable crops. This resulted
in a large-scale drop in the groundwater levels, and
massive problems for nature habitats (KNMI, 2018;
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Wanders 2016; Bijlsma, Sevink, & de Waal, 2012).
The lack of resilience has been an issue of longer debates
and has already been highlighted by several studies.
For example, van Eck et al. presented a report in 2013
already showing large changes in the water table levels.
Thus, by intensifying the landscape solely for agricultural
benefits has led to a decrease in vulnerability, leaving
the landscape vulnerable to all sorts of climatic
impacts. As currently scholars start to question the
agricultural sector, and rang the bell to reduce drought
vulnerability, now is the time to revive the landscape.

8.1.2. Models

Before modelling, a literature research has
been done into different methods to reduce
drought vulnerability. From this research, a few
interventions are chosen that will be implemented
into the model. This research gives answer to
the second RFDQ (What type of interventions
can increase drought and flood resilience?).

To do so, this thesis proposes to create a largescale vision, focusing on the water system in the
study area Baakse Beek-Veengoot, that is able to
cope with the issues that the 21st century throws
at the landscape. Main problems to be tackled
in this new vision are; drought vulnerability;
flood
vulnerability;
land-use
intensification;
ecological value; and loss of landscape identity.
Within the analysis phase, an answer to the first RFDQ:
(How does the current water system of the
Baakse
Beek-Veengoot
catchment
work?
)is given. A clear description of how the water
system works and what the core problems are is
given. The system is mainly manmade and is mostly
generated for the purpose of drainage. By doing so,
several problems have been increasing during the
intensification of this system and land-use practices.
To decrease these problems, the system will need to be
revised in trying to cope with contemporary problems.
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Figure 8.1.a. Sequence of model development

8.
Within the research, a model study is done to generate
solutions for the problems stated throughout the
introduction and analysis. As the goal in the research
is to generate a resilient water system that can
fungate as a Casco for the region, the modelling
phase focuses on generating a resilient water
system that later can be expanded into a full Casco.
Within this phase, 6 models were generated
focusing on the water systems' resilience. All models
have been valued according to 12 parameters
involving ecology, agriculture, resilience, landscape
identity and feasibility. The 6 models show varied
approaches to deal with the landscapes' problems.
Some having more and some having less impact
on both landscape and solving the problems.
Eventually by evaluating all models, two preferred
models have been chosen. Those models have been
combined into a new preferred combination model
which has been the base for the landscape Casco.
The eventual outcome of the model study presents
an answer to the first RTDQ. (How can the water
system of the Baakse Beek-Veengoot system
become more robust?) A new water system is
generated that is more resilient towards droughts
and floods. It can cope with climatic changes and
dependent on the changes can be implemented on
larger or smaller scale (e.g. either more or less wet
nature habitat/meanders or infiltration buffers.)

8.1.3. Casco

In order to explain the Casco, the Casco is pulled apart
in the high, medium and low dynamic elements. All
elements together form frameworks that eventually
lead to a full vision for the region. By given clear spatial
arrangements to each component, the provided
Casco becomes the base needed within the region
to reduce the current problems. By creating such a
Casco, the second RTDQ is answered (What is the
optimal Casco for the Baakse Beek-Veengoot system?)

Within the Casco, the classical approach of Kerkstra
& Vrijlandt (1988) is used as basis for the new 21st
century approach. By using the Low and High dynamic
approaches of Kerkstra & Vrijlandt, the first typological
separation is implemented into the Casco. However,
this thesis proposes that within this century, a new
layer should be added that can reduce conflicting
interests between the high and low dynamic elements.

To further elaborate on the Casco, and to be able to
explain how it works, several 3D sections were made
showing the main landscape prototypes within the
Casco. After that, site designs were made to explain
three main elements being the agroforest, the creek
system and the new water buffering landscape sponges.

The Casco presents a large-scale vision for the Baakse
Beek- Veengoot system focusing on increasing drought
resilience within the water system. By generating a
preferred new water system in the model study, the
base for the Casco and the solution to the problem
has been presented. However, the new water system
does not provide a Casco for the whole region that
can steer development on a multi-level perspective.

As an example of this; low dynamic elements such as
nature reserves need different nutritious and acidic
circumstances than the high dynamic agricultural
sector. Usually, when those two are implemented
next to each other, conflicting interests result in one
of the two need to move. By introducing a medium
dynamic component, e.g. nature-based agriculture,
the high and low dynamic components can be
created harmoniously within the landscape. By adding
this new layer, the Casco can provide solutions to
contemporary problems while steering landscape
development for the whole region. The Casco becomes
the base for the new identity of the study area.
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8.1.4. Site designs
By making comprehensive site designs on a
more detailed level, the Casco can be explained.
Whilst the ideas presented in the Casco can only
steer development, within this thesis details are
presented how to implement the general guidelines.
Three different site designs are presented including
the agroforest, the water buffer sponge and the
creek system. With these site designs, the feasibility
of the Casco is increased. The advantages to the
landscape on different levels are cleared out.
The main elements presented in these site designs
are as follows:
1.
Agroforest
In the agroforest, guidelines for spatial structuring of
the forest are explained. The forest will include some
new housing development and scenic unplanted
lines that fungate as access roads and firebreaks.
Within the forest the demand for energy in the
region is also solved by the use of wind turbines.
2.
Creek system
Within the site design of the creek system, the meander
is clearly visualized. By meandering, more water is
stored, and the landscapes' scenery becomes more
natural. Also, within this site design, scenic elements
such as lanes and wooded banks are restored.
3.
Water buffer sponges
In the site design for the water buffer sponges, a flowthrough peat area is designed. This area provides
different types of habitat, land-uses and filters water.
By letting water flow through the soil into different
vegetations, water is filtered, and peat is formed.
Figure 8.1.b. Sequence of scaling throughout the landscape Casco
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Eventually, it can be
main research question

concluded
has been

that the
answered.

“How can the design of a robust water system, become
a new landscape-Casco for high sand landscapes”
By first generating a new water system that is able
to cope with droughts and floods, a new Casco
has been developed within a study area situated
in high sand landscapes. This has been done
by first modeling water systems for increasing
resilience. Evaluating those models and choosing
preferred options. These preferred models have
then been combined into a final water system
model that fungated as the base for the Casco.
By generating a Casco with the use of an old approach,
and then converting that approach to one suiting the
problems for the 21st century, a problem-solving
large-scale vision has been presented for the whole
region. The Casco involves problem solving elements
beyond the climatic problems presented in the
introduction. By doing so, the Casco has been suitable
for the whole region in the high sand landscape.
By redesigning and continuous evaluation of
processes and design steps. The new water system
has become a clear and vibrant Casco that first
contemporary problems within the study area. If
tweaked and converted to suit other regions, the
Casco might also be suitable for other high sand
landscapes. Thus, it can be concluded that by
redesigning a water system, a new landscape Casco
can be generated suiting high sand landscapes.
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8.2. REFLECTION ON APPROACHES AND
METHODS
Within this chapter, a critical reflection is given
upon the approaches, Casco approach and
modelling, is given. Furthermore, a critical
reflection on the research process is given.

8.2.1. Casco Approach

The use of the Casco approach has been useful though
also risky. First of all, the traditional Casco approach bij
Kerkstra & Vrijlandt (1988) presents a way of visioning
the landscape in such a way that it is split up in high
and low dynamic systems. It thus supposes that all
landscape elements can be categorized in either one
of them. The new Casco approach presented in this
Thesis. is based on the approach made in the 20th
century however opposes that the landscape can be
split into only these two systems. The new Casco
approach presents a third layer that will serve as a
barrier that is able to reduce conflicting preferences.
By doing so, the new Casco has more depth and suits
the landscape and above all the landscape problems
better. Whilst the problems in general are solved
with nature-based solutions, and the other land-uses
such as agriculture and urbanity have conflicting
preferences, the new medium dynamic components
serve as a buffer between the two opposing elements.
The new Casco approach is thus suitable for
redeveloping the water system in such a way it can
steer landscape development in the whole study area.
The Casco approach, together with the development
of a new water system can lead to a new 21st century
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Drought Resilience Casco. Also, due to its abstract
level, the Casco is applicable in many situations.
Disadvantages of the Casco approach.
Even though the new Casco approach has presented
to be valuable in the creation of a large scale,
landscape development steering mechanism,
some disadvantages still remain in the approach.
First of all, the Casco approach is designed on a
very large scale, leading to conflicting elements. For
example, the large agroforest might need to be revised
if implemented to ensure private property owners
do not endanger the continuity of the element.
An interruption of the continuity would affect the
adaptivity of the system and ecological benefits.
The same effect can be seen within the new creek
valleys. If interruptions would exist due to for example
faults in the topographical study, the effectiveness
of the new water system might be reduced.
Second, the Casco approach cannot be seen as
single method to reduce a landscapes’ vulnerability.
A Casco is a steering mechanism and needs more
detailed levels of both design and research. The
Casco might work on a larger scale, but on the
detailed scale might need to be revised due to local
differences in the hydrological or geomorphological
base. If that is the case, the Casco is prone to
become unfeasible. However, the Casco will provide
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guidelines on how to implement and overcome
such revisions on a local scale. Therefore, the larger
structure of the Casco needs to be clear and precise.

8.2.2. Modeling

The modeling approach has been valuable in
generating systemic models for the water system.
Also, these models provided a substantiated base
for the Drought Resilience Casco. By evaluating the
models on different parameters, and calculating
effects on the water system, the models have
been very useful in generating both knowledge
and the first guidelines towards the Casco.
However, the models have been generated with
the outcomes of a literature intervention study.
research has been done to interventions that were
suitable to reduce one or more problems within
the study area. Although this research has been
thorough, it is vulnerable to both a biased search
strategy, and chances on missing out other suitable
interventions. Searching with the use of certain
terminology has led to the intervention study
presented in the report. This might have affected the
outcome of the study, and so on the model study.

8.2.3. RFD/RTD/ROD methods.

The research for, through and on method has
been helpful throughout the research. By both
following a linear and a circular process using
these methods, the Casco design took form.

8.
Within the first weeks, the Research for Design
approach has been the most important guideline.
Mostly literature research and site visits were
executed leading to a comprehensive understanding
of the problems and the study area. By discussing
the issues within the landscape with experts, the
understanding of the study area has been grown.
After this phase, the first parts of the Research Through
Design phase started. First by making generating a
model study to create a new resilient water system.
After that, the generation of the Landscape Casco
started. Throughout this part of the research,
the Research for Design continued, constantly
reflecting on literature and reference projects. Also,
throughout the design phase, constant reflection
upon the design led to changes and new insights. An
overall going forth and back approach (generating
--> reflecting --> adapting) has been followed.
eventually, the last phase of the method, the
research on design, has been the core method.
To reflect upon everything done within the study,
and critically reconsider design steps, a good and
thorough reflection has been presented. Even
though the last phase focused on reflection, also
throughout the research the ROD method is used
to make decisions while designing. Even though all
aspects of these methods have been covered. The
largest part of the research existed of the RTD phase.
Therefore, the research is mainly a design research.

Given the multidisciplinary of designing large scale
landscapes, the research through design method
is very suitable. As the method allows continuous
reflection and adaption of the design, designs
can be discussed and reflected upon all the time.
By decision making processes throughout these
reflecting phases, and with the help of experts, the
design becomes more elaborated and in depth. Also,
designs and visualizations are very effective ways to
communicate with experts from other disciplines.
Reliability
The reliability of the research has been obtained in
various ways throughout the research. First of all, in
the research for design phase, sources and methods
have been well-documented and researched. Usually,
something has been taken for the truth if more than
one source would state similar outcomes. In the
research through design phase, the Casco approach
also gives a framework on how to develop a new
design. It also allows focus on important literature and
which literature to ignore. Furthermore, by reflecting,
testing and redeveloping designs, the reliability is also
increased. Choices that were made are substantiated.
However, a complete state of reliability can never be
assured. During the design phase, also some biased
and/or opinion-based decisions were made. Reliability
has also been an issue during talks with other experts.
Due to the open interviews, the experts could have
been steered in a direction suitable for the process.
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Internal validity
Within the thesis, triangulation has been used to
increase the internal validity. During the research,
different data collection methods have been used.
First of all, a literature study has been executed.
Second, expert interviews/chats were used to discuss
decision making processes and designs that were
made. Third, site visits were used to get a clear
understanding of the region. Fourth and last, during
the start of the research, symposia were visited to get
a grip upon the problems that high sand-landscapes
face under the new climatic developments.
Research in existing knowledge
Even though this research has been based on theories
and methods used by other scholars and scientists,
the research states one major innovative idea. It
proposes to use, within the Casco approach, a new
layer of dynamics within the Casco. Previously, the
Casco approach has presented the idea that high
dynamic and low dynamic components should be
given their own space within the landscape. However,
this research proposes that a third layer is needed to
do so. This third layer, the medium dynamics, should
form a transition zone between the high and low
dynamic components. By doing so, these components
do not conflict with one another which guarantees
their existence. This concept has not been found in
other literature and therefore is thought to be new.
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8.3. DISCUSSION
Within this chapter, critical decisions throughout
the process are highlighted and discussed. Both
reliability and feasibility are reflected upon.

Casco Approach

The research presented before has generated, by
means of a design study, a Casco that fungates as
a resilient water system and also steers landscape
development. Even though the research has
been thoroughly executed, the generation of the
Casco and its applicability can still be discussed.
it has been said previously that the Casco steers
landscape development. However, to do so,
parts or even better the full Casco will need to be
implemented. In a country like the Netherlands,
where very square centimeter counts and should be
profitable, it is highly unlikely that the full Casco will
be implemented. To implement such a radical change,
an enormous amount of support has to be generated.
It could be said that the Casco, and especially
with the use of the site designs, is able to gather
support. As recent governing developments state
that the life-stock number in the Netherlands
should be halved, a new way of agriculture is
needed (dutchnews, 2019). Though these new
decisions by the government take time before
they are put to action, until now no alternatives
have been presented for farmers on what to do.
The Casco however presents some of the alternatives
farmers could feel attracted to. By reducing the number
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of cattle, and becoming a nature manager as second
activity, farmers could be able to make a living whilst
keeping in line with the new governing rules that are
decided by the government. The research proposes
more of these varieties of agriculture that would reduce
the agricultural pressure on the landscape. Moreover,
it would increase incentives to buy goods produced
in the region due to the possibility of an ecological
trademark for goods produced within the study area.
As large changes always create opposing parties,
presenting the Casco with enough stakeholders
from different sectors, might be key in finding
support for the whole design. The Casco is rather
radical, but luckily these are times in which change
is not only needed, but governmental changes
do not offer any possibilities or alternatives.

Site designs

For the site designs, the same ideas and difficulties
as stated above are applicable. Even though these
site designs offer feasible and reliable designs,
still constructive research is needed on the actual
implementation of the site designs. Especially the
hydrological effects of the proposed interventions are
of great importance for the success of the site-designs.
Due to the complexity if the hydrology within sandsoils due to seepage, leeching and other hydrological
effects, more research is needed on how to implement
the site designs in the way they are intended to.

Conclusion and Discussion

A very positive aspect of the designs is the increase of
biodiversity and the increase of landscape identity. By
focusing on these aspects, the designs are very suitable
for increasing a landscapes' beauty, resulting in a
larger chance of support than without those aspects.

8.
8.4. APPLICABILITY IN OTHER AREAS
To find out whether the new Casco approach
presented in this Thesis is also applicable for other
regions, first the problems within this region should
be comparable to the problems in another study
area. If the problems that are encountered in other
areas ware more the less similar, possibilities on the
implementation of a like-wise Drought Resilience
Casco can be researched within the similar area.

level is needed. In figure 4.4.a, possible regions
for implementation of a similar Drought Resilience
Casco are shown. These regions share similarities
in geomorphic and edaphologic circumstances.
Furthermore, these regions also have been developed
through time to be made suitable for agricultural

In order to critically reflect upon the applicability within
other regions, first geomorphic and edaphologic
research needs to be done. If similarities are high,
chances are that similar approaches in this area can be
implemented. After that, it is important to take a look
at the water system of the study area. Due to the Casco
being largely focused on the water system, research
need to be done to the similarity between the new
study area and the Baakse Beek-Veengoot system.

Coevorden-zwolle
Veght system
Deventer-Zwolle
Midden Regge system

If a clear description of the water system can be
generated, similarities can be pointed out which can
lead to the implementation/redesign of the Casco
presented in this Thesis. There is a large possibility that
some to even a lot of the elements within this thesis
can also be used in other areas within the Netherlands
and maybe even elsewhere if circumstances are similar.
Due to large amounts of the Netherlands consist
of sandy soils with similar problems. Most likely
the core idea of the Drought Resilience Casco can
be used again. However, on a more detailed scale,
landscape identity and history might be completely
different. If that is the case, redesigning on detailed

purposes. The whole region focuses on drainage.
resulting in similar problems. Even though similarities
are large, a new study for these areas is needed to
find out to what degree the Casco and/or specific
elements of it can be implemented in a likewise manor.

Heeze - s'Hertogenbosch
Dommel system

Conclusion and Discussion

Deurne - s'Hertogenbosch
the Aa system
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Appendix 02

Study to effects of high dynamic structures near or in forest
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Appendix 03

Study visual impact of wind turbines within forest/landscape
Vertical ratio 1-2000
horizontal ratio 1 to 100000
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Appendix 04

Models of interventions needed to store water
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Appendix 05

Partial design study agroforest and new housing development
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Appendix 05

Partial design study of the new water buffering peat landscape
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Appendix 05

Swap moddeling of several parameters for water consumption
GRASS
Date
31-jan-76
29-feb-76
31 Mar-76
30-apr-76
30-mar-1976
31-may-1976
31-june-1976
30-july-1976
31 sep-76
31 oct-76
30-nov-76
31-dec-76
Heather
Date
31-jan-76
29-feb-76
31 Mar-76
30-apr-76
30-mar-1976
31-may-1976
31-june-1976
30-july-1976
31 sep-76
31 oct-76
30-nov-76
31-dec-76
MAIZE
Date
31-jan-76
29-feb-76
31 Mar-76
30-apr-76
30-mar-1976
31-may-1976
31-june-1976
30-july-1976
31 sep-76
31 oct-76
30-nov-76
31-dec-76

Day

Day

Day

FORESTDECIDIOUS
Date
Day
31-jan-76
29-feb-76

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

31
60

Dcum

Dcum

Dcum

Dcum

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

31
60

Rain

Rain

Rain

Rain

8.480
2.400
2.360
0.700
3.440
3.460
3.310
1.600
4.250
3.580
6.260
4.000

Snow
Irrig
Interc
Runon
Runoff
Tpot
Tact
Epot
Eact
Drainage Qbottom Gwl
0.000
0.000
1.143
0.000
0.000
1,482
1,482
0.328
0.328
0.000
-2.983
0.000
0.000
0.402
0.000
0.000
1,464
1,464
0.312
0.312
0.000
-3.776
0.000
0.000
0.411
0.000
0.000
3,297
1,297
0.784
0.772
0.000
-4.207
0.000
0.000
0.150
0.000
0.000
5,350
3,641
1.365
0.506
0.000
-2.912
0.000
0.000
0.678
0.000
0.000
7,387
2,176
1.948
0.740
0.000
-2.113
0.000
0.000
0.237
0.000
0.000
9,557
3,069
2.377
0.720
0.000
-1.492
0.000
0.000
0.613
0.000
0.000
9,394
1,621
2.310
0.789
0.000
-1,176
0.000
0.000
0.382
0.000
0.000
8,444
1,171
1.999
0.443
0.000
-0,927
0.000
0.000
0.856
0.000
0.000
3,351
2,400
0.954
0.93
0.000
-0,731
0.000
0.000
0.627
0.000
0.000
2,221
1,614
0.522
0.514
0.000
-0,63
0.000
0.000
0.926
0.000
0.000
0.849
0,845
0.201
0.201
0.000
-0,518
0.000
0.000
0.902
0.000
0.000
0.481
0,481
0.087
0.087
0.000
-0,462

8.480
2.400
2.360
0.700
3.440
3.460
3.310
1.600
4.250
3.580
6.260
4.000

Snow
Irrig
Interc
Runon
Runoff
Tpot
Tact
Epot
Eact
Drainage Qbottom Gwl
0.000
0.000
1,143
0.000
0.000
1,102
1,102
0,328
0,328
0.000
-2,983
0.000
0.000
0,402
0.000
0.000
1,934
1,934
0,312
0,312
0.000
-3,776
0.000
0.000
0,411
0.000
0.000
2,987
2,987
0,784
0,772
0.000
-4,207
0.000
0.000
0,150
0.000
0.000
4,350
3,641
1,356
0,506
0.000
-2,912
0.000
0.000
0,678
0.000
0.000
6,312
2,176
1,948
0,740
0.000
-2,113
0.000
0.000
0,237
0.000
0.000
7,231
3,069
2,377
0,72
0.000
-1,492
0.000
0.000
0,613
0.000
0.000
6,982
1,628
2,310
0,789
0.000
-1,176
0.000
0.000
0,382
0.000
0.000
5,412
1,171
1,999
0,443
0.000
-0,927
0.000
0.000
0,856
0.000
0.000
2,998
2,400
0,954
0,933
0.000
-0,731
0.000
0.000
0,627
0.000
0.000
2,112
1,614
0,522
0,514
0.000
-0,630
0.000
0.000
0,926
0.000
0.000
0,598
0,846
0,201
0,201
0.000
-0,518
0.000
0.000
0,902
0.000
0.000
0,402
0,481
0,087
0,087
0.000
-0,462

8.480
2.400
2.360
0.700
3.440
3.460
3.310
1.600
4.250
3.580
6.260
4.000

Snow
Irrig
Interc
Runon
Runoff
Tpot
Tact
Epot
Eact
Drainage Qbottom Gwl
0.000
0.000
0,034
0.000
0.000
0,000
0,000
1,695
1,276
0.000
-2,989
0.000
0.000
0,185
0.000
0.000
0,000
0,000
0,774
0,758
0.000
-4,295
0.000
0.000
0,583
0.000
0.000
0,000
0,000
0,518
0,518
0.000
-4,809
0.000
0.000
0,220
0.000
0.000
0,071
0,071
0,608
0,269
0.000
-3,255
0.000
0.000
1,028
0.000
0.000
4,898
4,894
0,856
0,494
0.000
-2,392
0.000
0.000
0,385
0.000
0.000
14,753
6,377
1,213
0,492
0.000
-1,773
0.000
0.000
0,913
0.000
0.000
16,543
2,152
1,203
0,496
0.000
-1,444
0.000
0.000
0,551
0.000
0.000
15,289
1,612
1,041
0,380
0.000
-1,128
0.000
0.000
1,225
0.000
0.000
5,994
2,441
0,497
0,497
0.000
-0,857
0.000
0.000
0,929
0.000
0.000
0,000
0,000
0,272
0,272
0.000
-0,705
0.000
0.000
1,335
0.000
0.000
0,000
0,000
0,105
0,105
0.000
-0,554
0.000
0.000
1,302
0.000
0.000
0,000
0,000
0,045
0,045
0.000
-0,474

8.480
2.400

Snow
Irrig
Interc
Runon
Runoff
Tpot
Tact
Epot
Eact
Drainage Qbottom Gwl
0.000
0.000
0,935
0.000
0.000
0,000
0,000
1,775
1,324
0.000
-2,989
0.000
0.000
0,314
0.000
0.000
0,000
0,000
1,689
1,316
0.000
-4,295

5,319
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Appendix 05

Swap moddeling of several parameters for water consumption
31 Mar-76
30-apr-76
30-mar-1976
31-may-1976
31-june-1976
30-july-1976
31 sep-76
31 oct-76
30-nov-76
31-dec-76

FORESTPINE
Date
31-jan-76
29-feb-76
31 Mar-76
30-apr-76
30-mar-1976
31-may-1976
31-june-1976
30-july-1976
31 sep-76
31 oct-76
30-nov-76
31-dec-76

Marsh
Date
31-jan-76
29-feb-76
31 Mar-76
30-apr-76
30-mar-1976
31-may-1976
31-june-1976
30-july-1976
31 sep-76
31 oct-76
30-nov-76
31-dec-76

127

91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

Day

Day

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

Dcum

Dcum

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

31
60
91
121
152
182
213
244
274
305
355
366

2.360
0.700
3.440
3.460
3.310
1.600
4.250
3.580
6.260
4.000

Rain

Rain

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0,319
0,143
0,937
0,550
1,259
0,750
1,694
1,259
1,335
0,820

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1,786
2,992
4,436
6,346
7,367
7,741
3,033
1,801
0,000
0,000

1,786
2,992
4,062
4,221
1,438
1,246
1,353
0,898
0,000
0,000

1,491
1,941
2,735
3,212
2,509
1,133
0,539
0,731
1,088
0,470

1,249
1,108
0,757
1,441
0,796
0,594
0,539
0,635
1,066
0,470

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-4,808
-3,216
-2,255
-1,546
-1,181
-0,899
-0,685
-0,571
-0,456
-0,396

8.480
2.400
2.360
0.700
3.440
3.460
3.310
1.600
4.250
3.580
6.260
4.000

Snow
Irrig
Interc
Runon
Runoff
Tpot
Tact
Epot
Eact
Drainage Qbottom Gwl
0.000
0.000
2,412
0.000
0.000
1,424
1,424
0,179
0,179
0.000
-2,979
0.000
0.000
0,81
0.000
0.000
1,281
1,281
0,311
0,311
0.000
-3,460
0.000
0.000
0,792
0.000
0.000
2,325
2,325
0,826
0,673
0.000
-3,809
0.000
0.000
0,281
0.000
0.000
3,461
3,456
1,451
1,000
0.000
-2,694
0.000
0.000
1,282
0.000
0.000
5,248
2,824
1,876
0,600
0.000
-1,976
0.000
0.000
0,602
0.000
0.000
7,199
3,291
2,350
1,102
0.000
-1,403
0.000
0.000
1,221
0.000
0.000
7,635
0,907
2,267
0,899
0.000
-1,105
0.000
0.000
0,726
0.000
0.000
6,970
0,945
1,923
0,605
0.000
-0,865
0.000
0.000
1,625
0.000
0.000
2,681
1,369
0,920
0,920
0.000
-0,675
0.000
0.000
1,237
0.000
0.000
2,137
1,148
0,489
0,488
0.000
-0,576
0.000
0.000
1,786
0.000
0.000
1,113
0,939
0,166
0,166
0.000
-0,469
0.000
0.000
1,698
0.000
0.000
0,859
0,845
0,039
0,039
0.000
-0,414

8.480
2.400
2.360
0.700
3.440
3.460
3.310
1.600
4.250
3.580
6.260
4.000

Snow
Irrig
Interc
Runon
Runoff
Tpot
Tact
Epot
Eact
Drainage Qbottom Gwl
0.000
0.000
1,143
0.000
0.000
1,482
1,482
0,328
0,328
0.000
-2,983
0.000
0.000
0,402
0.000
0.000
1,464
1,464
0,312
0,312
0.000
-3,776
0.000
0.000
0,411
0.000
0.000
3,297
3,297
0,784
0,772
0.000
-4,207
0.000
0.000
0,150
0.000
0.000
5,350
3,641
1,356
0,506
0.000
-2,912
0.000
0.000
0,678
0.000
0.000
7,387
2,176
1,948
0,740
0.000
-2,113
0.000
0.000
0,237
0.000
0.000
9,557
3,069
2,377
0,72
0.000
-1,492
0.000
0.000
0,613
0.000
0.000
9,394
1,628
2,310
0,789
0.000
-1,176
0.000
0.000
0,382
0.000
0.000
8,444
1,171
1,999
0,443
0.000
-0,927
0.000
0.000
0,856
0.000
0.000
3,351
2,400
0,954
0,933
0.000
-0,731
0.000
0.000
0,627
0.000
0.000
2,221
1,614
0,522
0,514
0.000
-0,630
0.000
0.000
0,926
0.000
0.000
0,849
0,846
0,201
0,201
0.000
-0,518
0.000
0.000
0,902
0.000
0.000
0,481
0,481
0,087
0,087
0.000
-0,462

Appendix 06

Calculations for wood storage capacity and barn sizes/grazing grounds for buffalos

decideous
conifer

ha forest m2 forest m3
1462 14620000 374872
359 3590000 92051

(3/2 yr drying)
50 year cyclus m2 storage cap amount of storage buildings
22492
18744
3682
2630
21374
10,68681319
2000

100000
146,2

buffalo
m2 inside m2 outside
1 buffalo
10
350
10
100
3500
20
200
7000
50
500
17500

400
14000

128

Stream valley
first plot next to stream valley
inundation area
Actual extra length streams

73665062
6629855,58
13844117
645787,5

Total****

400
0-400
150

94139034,58

TOTAL together

Calculations energy amount
Appendix
07

housholds
windturbines 140m
new
housholds
Calculations
Water

energy KWH

40
0/40
15
650

13,33333333
6,666666667
5
216,6666667

34,91496765

14,96728072

45,12415049

17,08179193

veengoot
TOTAL together
Groote Beek
Oosterwijkse vloed

Calculations energy

amount

energy KWH

housholds
windturbines 140m
new housholds

27430 3500-4500
26
240/260

17,08179193

total MW
109720
130000
910

5000000
3500

balans

total MW

27430 3500-4500

45,12415049

19370

109720

5000000different
130000 models. (evaporation, croptype, water surface, water depth
Calculations for water 26savings for
Calculations sponge model
240/260
storage Casco

3500

19370

Terrace

Calculations
sponge model Surface m2
Type

Type
Low vegetation
Wet grassland
Peat restoration***
Wet heather
Forest to Heather
Peat

Calculation water supply canal
Type
Surface
m2
shortage was around
300mm

910

balans

Surface m2

mm*

reduction effectivewater
mm % **

mm*
reduction effectiveWater
mm % 45
29406282
10206783
40
7280908 100-900 400
10/90
24337630
200
20
2402693
90
5103391
100-900
10/90

Total****
Total****

39089883
39647804

reduction %

reduction % 15
13,33333333
6,666666667
30
16,66666667

15
16,66666667
30

3,825665298

2,114511215

36,67 55,33333333

Creek system

Calculations high infiltration
Type
surface m2
mm*
Type
Surface m2
mm*
Stream
valley
73665062
Low
vegetation
31808975
firstrestoration***
plot next to stream valley
6629855,58
Peat
7280908
100-900
inundation area
13844117
total
39089883
Actual extra length streams
645787,5
Total****

reduction
effectivewater
mm reduction
%
reduction %
reduction effectivewater
mm %
%
400 45
40
13,33333333
15
15
0-40010/90
0/40
6,666666667
16,66666667
150
15
5
3,25749025
650 30,5
216,6666667

94139034,58

Calculations meander
TOTAL together

Type
surface m2
mm*
Stream valley
73665062
first
plot next to stream
valley
3683253,1
Calculations
energy
amount

housholds
windturbines 140m
new housholds

400

77348315,1

14,96728072

45,12415049

17,08179193

reduction effectiveWater
mm %
40
0/40
total MW

5000000
3500

30

Calculations new agriculture
balans

Reduction %
13,33333333
6,666666667

109720
130000
910

10206783
24337630
380000000
5103391

Calculations
Total**** produing cities

400
200 11,5
100-900

39647804

Type
Surface
Inundation surface from roofs

Calculations high infiltration

6857500

25

mm

40
20 11,5
10/90

200

effective mm

Surface m2

7

13,33333333
6,666666667
16,66666667
3,825665298

reduction %
20
6,666666667

6857500

Type
Low vegetation
Peat restoration***

mm*
31808975
7280908 100-900

reduction effectivewater
mm %
45
10/90

15

reduction %

15
16,66666667

total was around 300mm
39089883
30,5
3,25749025
shortage
mm* = 100mm meaning an effective 10mm whilst in sand only 10% is actual water storage/ or less evaporation of plant leaf index
water % **= decrease percentage of transpiration of plant leaf index, meaning e.g. 10% of usual water consumption
Peat restoration *** = In peat restoration areas ratio peat/wet grass is 60/40. peat = up to 900mm water storage due to sponge effect/wet grass 100mm due to higher water table
Calculations meander
Total **** = total percentage of water needed in whole area/ thus total area devided through area Baakse Beek system
Type
surface m2
mm*
Stream valley
73665062
first plot next to stream valley
3683253,1
Total

77348315,1

400
0-400

reduction effectiveWater
mm %
40
0/40
30

Reduction %
13,33333333
6,666666667
4,070963953

Calculations new agriculture

129
Type

Terrace+sand ridge
High grounds

surface m2

68400000
45600000

mm*

reduction effectivewater
mm %
45
10/90

39089883

15
30,5

Type
surface m2
mm*
Stream valley
73665062
first plot next to stream valley
3683253,1

400
0-400

reduction effectiveWater
mm %
40
0/40

77348315,1

Type
Terrace+sand ridge
High grounds
Mid level grounds
low grounds

surface m2

Total

reduction %

15
16,66666667
3,25749025

Reduction %
13,33333333
6,666666667

30

4,070963953

Water reduction %reduction effective mmreduction %
3
9
2,5
7,5

3
2,5

68400000
45600000
159600000
106400000

mm*

Water reduction %reduction effective mmreduction %
3
9
2,5
7,5
1
3
0/1
1,5

380000000

11,5

3
2,5
1
0,5

11,5

7

20

reduction %
6,666666667

Calculations produing cities
Type
Surface
Inundation surface from roofs

0,120307018

27430

mm*
31808975
7280908 100-900

Calculations meander

Total

3
2,5
1
reduction %
0,5

36,67

effective
m3 per roof

Type
Surface m2
Creeks surfaces
Low vegetation
Peat restoration***
baakse beek length
veengoot
total
Groote Beek
Oosterwijkse vloed

Calculations new agriculture

Water reduction %reduction effective mmreduction %
3
9
2,5
7,5
1
3
reduction
effectiveWater
mm
0/1
1,5 %

mm*

Calculations high infiltration

4,070963953

19370

Type
surface m2
mm*
Terrace+sand ridge
68400000
High
grounds
Calculations
sponge model 45600000
Mid level grounds
159600000
Type
Surface106400000
m2
low
grounds

Wet grassland
Wet heather
Total
Peat

34,91496765

energy0-400
KWH

27430 3500-4500
26
240/260

Total

verdamping per m2reduction effectivedebiet
debietreduction
aastrang %
mm*
Water
mm oude
% ijssel
zomer gemiddeld
1,6 m3/s
10206783
400 heetse dagen
40 2,1 m3/s
13,33333333
mm/dag/m2
3
5
24337630
200
20
6,666666667
380000000 mm
1140000000
1900000000
Peat
5103391
100-900
10/90
16,66666667
liter
1140000000
1900000000
mm* = 100mm meaning an effective 10mm whilst in sand only 10% is actual water storage/ or less evaporation of plant leaf index
water
%
**=
decrease
percentage
of
transpiration
of
plant
leaf
index,
meaning
e.g.
10%
of
usual
water
consumption
Total****
39647804
36,67
3,825665298
debieten benodigd
m3
1140000
1900000
0
0 effect/wet grass 10
Peat restoration *** = In peat restoration
areas ratio peat/wet
grass is 60/40.
peat = up to 900mm water
storage due to sponge
Total **** = total percentage of water needed in whole area/ thus total area devided through area Baakse Beek system
beheersgebied
baakse beek
Wet grassland
ha
m2
Wet heather
38000

6857500
6857500

effective
m3 per roof

25

mm

200

effective mm

0,120307018

27430

shortage was around 300mm
mm* = 100mm meaning an effective 10mm whilst in sand only 10% is actual water storage/ or less evaporation of plant leaf index
water % **= decrease percentage of transpiration of plant leaf index, meaning e.g. 10% of usual water consumption
Peat restoration *** = In peat restoration areas ratio peat/wet grass is 60/40. peat = up to 900mm water storage due to sponge effect/wet grass 100mm due to
Total **** = total percentage of water needed in whole area/ thus total area devided through area Baakse Beek system

Appendix 07

Calculations for water savings for different models. (evaporation, croptype, water surface, water depth

mm* = 100mm meaning an effective 10mm whilst in sand only 10% is actual water storage/ or less evaporation of plant leaf index
water % **= decrease percentage of transpiration of plant leaf index, meaning e.g. 10% of usual water consumption
Peat restoration *** = In peat restoration areas ratio peat/wet grass is 60/40. peat = up to 900mm water storage due to sponge effect/wet grass 100mm due to higher water table
Total **** = total percentage of water needed in whole area/ thus total area devided through area Baakse Beek system

surfaces creek stream valleys/parcels
m
30000 m
31100 m
21000
13200

width
1-16m
7-14m
1-10m
0,5-9m

m2

255000
326550
115500
62700
759750

Meander *1,85
471750
604117,5
213675
115995
1405537,5

stream valley parts
10884445
9137539
29963985
13094575
8279489
2305029

inundation
13844117

73665062
1,1129E-08
0,247734302

0,102868113
10,28681132

0,104336326
0,102868113
0,203548198
0,018046053

(3/2 yr drying)
ha forest

decideous
conifer

1103
359

m2 forest

11030000
3590000

m3

282821
92051

50 year cyclus

16969
3682

m2 storage cap

14141
2630
16771

amount of storage buildings

8,385531136

50

500

17500

2000

buffalo
1 buffalo

m2 inside
10
20

10
100
200

m2 outside

400
14000

350
3500
7000

400
3600
7,2
504

Calculation water supply canal
verdamping per m2
beheersgebied baakse beek
ha

38000

m2

zomer gemiddeld
mm/dag/m2
mm
liter

380000000

debieten benodigd

m3

nieuw gebied

totaal tekort 2018

1 op 50 jaar

mm/m2

mm/m2
300
1,14E+11
1,14E+11
114000000
190000000

vertaling naar waterbehoefte
benodigde aanvoer
m3
per seconde
liter
per seconde
Stel 25% oppervlakte +50mm waterpeil
over totaal opp
12,5

heetse dagen

3
1140000000
1140000000

5
1900000000
1900000000

1140000

1900000

debiet oude ijssel

debiet aastrang

2,1 m3/s

1,6 m3/s

181440

138240

1 op 10 jaar
mm/m2
260
98800000000
98800000000
98800000

210
79800000000
79800000000
79800000

seconde per dag
86400

heetste dagenwarme dagen
21,9907407 13,19444444
21990,7407 13194,44444
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